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Abstract 

 
Intellectual disability is one of the most common neurodevelopmental disorders and is 

characterized by limitations not only in cognitive function but also in adaptative behaviour. 

Lujan-Fryns syndrome (LF; OMIM#309520) and Opitz-Kaveggia syndrome (FG; 

OMIM#305450) are rare forms of X-linked Intellectual Disability (XLID).  Patients with LF 

syndrome can be clinically recognized by a peculiar facies in addition to the presentation of 

some of the following features: tall marfanoid stature, dysgenesis of the corpus callosum, 

macrocephaly, long hands with hyperextensible digits and mild general hypotonia. 

Additionally, patients with the diagnosis of FG syndrome show a distinctive facial appearance 

and morphological features, including small prominent ears with simplified helical pattern, a 

frontal hair upsweep, short stature, relatively short fingers with broad thumbs, hypertelorism, 

hypotonia and constipation. Mild to moderate intellectual disability and several behavioural 

problems, e.g. hyperactivity personality, are commonly present in both syndromes. 

MED12 gene is localized at long arm of X chromosome (Xq13) and encodes for MED12 

protein, an essential subunit of the Mediator complex. MED12 protein (OMIM#300188) is 

implicated in different developmental pathways and is involved in the regulation of neuronal 

gene expression. Alterations on MED12 gene sequence can lead to XLID disorders. LF, FG and 

Ohdo syndromes have been previously described as being frequently associated with MED12 

variants. Few MED12 mutations were found to be the cause of LF and FG syndromes. In LF 

syndrome a single mutation c.3020A>G in exon 22 has been reported, while in FG syndrome 

two mutations both in exon 21, have been described: c.2873G>A and c.2881C>T.  

The aim of this work was the screening for MED12 gene variants in a cohort of 43 male 

patients by PCR-amplification followed by Sanger sequencing. In order to determine the impact 

of the variants found, in silico studies using bioinformatics tools were carried out. Results 

revealed the presence of 34 different MED12 variants. The majority of these variants were 

located in intronic regions, being only four the exonic variants. None of the already published 

mutations were found in the cohort but in turn nine of the 34 variants were considered as 

variants of uncertain significance (VUS). Family members study was performed for four of the 

VUS identified. The co-segregation studies indicated the c.397-39G>A variant as a potential 

cause for LF syndrome. Preliminary studies, including amplification of cDNA, were performed 

for this variant and not conclusive results were achieved, still being considered as VUS. Further 
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investigation must be performed for all VUS found in this work, namely co-segregation studies, 

RNA analysis and additional research for the impact on protein expression.  

The continuous study of MED12 gene and the analysis of all its variants have a major 

role for the understanding of the relation between genotype and phenotype associated with 

XLID. MED12 gene is a great candidate as cause of XLID syndromes, like FG and LF 

syndromes, but the study of other genes must not be ruled-out. 

 

Key words: MED12 gene; Intellectual Disability; Lujan-Fryns syndrome; Opitz-Kaveggia 

syndrome; Variant of Uncertain Significance; Alternative splicing. 
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Resumo 

 

O défice intelectual consiste numa das formas mais comuns de alterações do 

desenvolvimento neurológico e é caracterizado por limitações não só a nível da função 

cognitiva, como também do comportamento adaptativo. As síndromes de Lujan-Fryns (LF; 

OMIM#309520) e Opitz-Kaveggia (FG; OMIM#305450) são formas raras de défice intelectual 

ligado ao cromossoma X (XLID). Indivíduos com a síndrome de LF podem ser reconhecidos, 

clinicamente, por determinados traços faciais e pela presença de algumas das seguintes 

características: estatura marfanóide, agenesia do corpo caloso, macrocefalia, mãos longas com 

dedos hiperextensíveis e hipotonia ligeira. Relativamente aos indivíduos diagnosticados com a 

síndrome de FG, estes apresentam uma aparência facial e características morfológicas distintas, 

incluindo orelhas pequenas e salientes com padrão helicoidal simples, zona frontal do cabelo 

em curva ascendente, estatura baixa, dedos pequenos com polegares largos, hipertelorismo, 

hipotonia e obstipação. Ambas as síndromes são comumente caracterizadas por défice 

intelectual ligeiro ou moderado e por problemas comportamentais, como por exemplo, 

personalidade hiperativa. 

O gene MED12 está localizado no braço longo do cromossoma X (Xq13) e codifica a 

proteína MED12, uma subunidade fundamental do complexo Mediador. A proteína MED12 

(OMIM#300188) está envolvida em diferentes vias do desenvolvimento e na regulação da 

expressão de genes neuronais. Alterações na sequência do gene MED12 podem causar XLID. 

As síndromes de LF, FG e Ohdo foram previamente descritas como sendo frequentemente 

associadas a variantes neste gene. Algumas mutações no gene MED12 foram consideradas 

como a causa das síndromes de LF e FG. Na síndrome de LF apenas a mutação c.3020A>G no 

exão 22 foi descrita, enquanto que na síndrome de FG duas mutações localizadas no exão 21 

foram descritas, nomeadamente c.2873G>A e c.2881C>T. 

O principal objetivo deste trabalho foi a análise de variantes no gene MED12 em 43 

pacientes do sexo masculino, por PCR seguido de sequenciação de Sanger. Para determinar o 

impacto das variantes encontradas, estudos in silico foram realizados utilizando ferramentas 

bioinformáticas. Os resultados revelaram a presença de 34 variantes MED12 distintas. A 

maioria das variantes encontradas localizavam-se em regiões intrónicas, sendo apenas quatro 

alterações exónicas. Nenhuma das mutações publicadas foi encontrada mas, por sua vez, nove 

das 34 variantes foram consideradas como alterações de significado desconhecido (VUS). O 

estudo de familiares foi realizado para quatro das alterações VUS identificadas. Os estudos de 
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co-segregação sugeriram a variante c.397-39G>A como uma potencial causa para a síndrome 

de LF. Estudos preliminares, incluindo a amplificação de cDNA, foram realizados para esta 

alteração e os resultados obtidos não foram conclusivos, sendo, por isso, ainda considerada 

como VUS. Outros estudos devem ser realizados para todas as VUS encontradas, 

nomeadamente estudos de co-segregação, análise de RNA e investigação complementar 

relativa ao impacto na expressão proteica.  

O contínuo estudo do gene MED12 e a análise de todas as suas variantes desempenham 

um papel fundamental na compreensão da relação genótipo-fenótipo associado a XLID. O gene 

MED12 é um grande candidato a ser considerado como causa genética das síndromes de XLID, 

incluindo as síndromes de FG e LF, mas a análise de outros genes também deve ser considerada. 

 

Palavras-chave: gene MED12; Défice Intelectual; Síndrome de Lujan-Fryns; Síndrome de 

Opitz-Kaveggia; Variante de Significado Desconhecido; Splicing Alternativo. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

 

1.1. Gene variants and disease 

 

Analysis of gene sequence and the identification of variants have a major role in the 

understanding of genetic disorders like intellectual disability (ID), allowing a better and faster 

diagnosis, as well as contributing to research on suitable therapies. Variant characterization can 

include segregation analysis, definition of conservation, prediction of effect on mRNA level, 

analysis of mutant transcript and protein, study of metabolites and, ultimately, analysis of a 

model system. Numerous genetic variants have been found in human genomes and a wide 

portion of these variants are predicted to be disease-causing (Wei et al. 2011; Gilissen et al. 

2012; Frousios et al. 2013). A variant is considered “pathogenic” if is causing a disease and has 

impact on patient’s phenotype. On the contrary, if the variant does not affect function and is not 

disease-causing, it can be designated as “benign” (Thusberg et al. 2011; Richards et al. 2015). 

 Different forms of genetic variation can lead to anomalies. Chromosomal abnormalities 

can be divided in numerical and structural abnormalities. Numerical abnormalities can be the 

copy or absence of one single chromosome (aneuploidy) or involving all set of chromosomes 

(polyploidy). The structural chromosomal abnormalities includes balanced and unbalanced 

structural rearrangements (Luthardt & Keitges 2001; Feuk et al. 2006; Balkan et al. 2010). 

Focusing on changes not involving chromosomal abnormalities, DNA changes in a gene 

sequence include substitutions, deletions, duplications, insertions, variability of short sequence 

repeats, deletions/insertions (indels), inversions, conversions and translocations. These DNA 

changes can affect the amino acid sequence. Frameshift mutations cause a change on amino 

acid sequence from the location of the variant. A silent variant occurs when there is no change 

on amino acid sequence encoded by a gene and a nonsense variant leads to a premature stop 

codon. When the substitution leads to amino acid change it is classified as missense mutation 

(den Dunnen & Antonarakis 2001; Mensink & Highsmith Jr 2009). This mutation type is the 

most common sequence variant in Mendelian disorders and can cause the production of a non-

functional protein  (Sahni et al. 2015). The single nucleotide variants (SNV), that may or not 

may lead to amino acid changes, can be related to complex diseases and are the most common 

form of human genome variation  (Bansal et al. 2010; Veltman & Brunner 2012). 

The search for the cause(s) of human diseases has been mainly focused in the protein-

coding regions, the exons (Huang et al. 2012). Mutations in these regions can have a direct 
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impact on protein structure and possible on their function.  Not only variants in coding regions 

can be pathogenic. The analysis of other regions is also very important, including changes 

located in introns can cause a deleterious effect, if these variants interfere with accurate gene 

splicing (Raponi et al. 2011). 

Splicing refers to the process of intron removal from pre-mRNA and is a crucial step in 

gene expression (Padgett 2012; Turunen et al. 2013). Nonetheless, alternative splicing isoforms 

and mutant splicing forms must still be distinguished. While the first consist in the origin of 

multiple alternative isoforms of a single gene (Figure 1) and is not a consequence of changes 

in pre-mRNA sequence, mutant splicing forms are also alternative forms causing a deleterious 

effect (Keren et al. 2010; Caminsky et al. 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of seven different ways of alternative splicing. The different alternative 

splicing pathways are shown by dashed and grey lines. Constitutive exon are represented by blue boxes and 

alternatively spliced regions by white boxes (adapted from Keren et al. 2010). 

 

The splicing mechanism, essential in gene expression, is a complex process involving 

different interactions between pre-mRNA, small nuclear ribonucleoproteins and splicing factor 

proteins (Douglas & Wood 2011; Padgett 2012). According to the type of spliceosome, the 

U12-dependent introns, present in low frequency, are removed by the minor spliceosome. On 

Exon skipping/inclusion 

Alternative 5’ splice sites 

Alternative 3’ splice sites 

Mutually exclusive exons 

Intron retention 

5’ 3’ 

Alternative promoters 

Alternative poly(A) 
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the other hand, the U2-dependent introns are more abundant and are removed by the major 

spliceosome (Turunen et al. 2013; Argente et al. 2014; Chen & Moore 2014). Both complexes 

recognize the specific sequences present in the boundaries between exons and introns, described 

as “consensus sequences” called the 5’ splice site and 3’ splice site, and consensus branch point 

sequence near to the 3’end of the intron (Figure 2) (Cartegni et al. 2002; Douglas & Wood 

2011; Padgett 2012). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Consensus sequences for splice and branch sites. Schematic representation of consensus sequences 

located at 5’ and 3’ splice sites and branch sites for U2-dependent (a) and U12-dependent (b) introns. Consensus 

sequences are represented according to the frequency, characterized with size of each nucleotide and position in 

the sequence. Both types of introns are terminated with GT or AG but in U12-dependent intron an AT or AC can 

also be present (adapted from Padgett, 2012). 

 

Serine/Arginine-rich proteins (SR proteins) are the regulatory proteins involved in the 

splicing process. Regulatory proteins bind to different specific short oligonucleotide sequences 

located in exons or introns (exonic splice enhancer, exonic splice silencer, intronic splice 

enhancer and intronic splice silencer) (Fairbrother et al. 2002; Caminsky et al. 2014). 

Effect of variants that cause splicing disruption is not easy to determine. Therefore, in 

silico studies using predictive tools are available to assess possible splicing consequences of 

any given variant. These tools are, however, merely predictable and should not be taken with 

absolute certain because the given prediction does not  always correlate with the observed effect 

(Houdayer 2011; Raponi et al. 2011). 

a) 

b) 
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Several mechanisms involving splicing can cause exon skipping, intron inclusion, 

partial intron inclusion, partial exon exclusion, leaky splicing and insertion of pseudo-exons 

(Caminsky et al. 2014). All types of nucleotide variants, including missense, nonsense or silent 

mutations, can be deleterious if  interfering with accurate splicing (Cooper & Mattox 1997; 

Douglas & Wood 2011; Raponi et al. 2011; Caminsky et al. 2014). Mutations affecting splicing 

are more common than was thought earlier and several of these mutations are related with ID 

(Douglas & Wood 2011; Gonçalves et al. 2014).  

 

1.1.1.  Intellectual disability 

 

Intellectual disability, formerly denominated mental retardation, is one of the most 

common neurodevelopmental disorders and is characterized by limitations not only in cognitive 

function but also in adaptative behavior (Verpelli & Sala 2012; Callier et al. 2013; Redin et al. 

2014). The definition of ID given by the World Health Organization is “a significantly reduced 

ability to understand new or complex information and to learn and apply new skills (impaired 

intelligence)”, resulting “in a reduced ability to cope independently (impaired social 

functioning)”(WHO, 2010).  

ID starts developing before 18 years of age (American Association on Intellectual and 

Developmental Disabilities, available in http://aaidd.org/intellectual-disability/definition) and 

is classified in severe, moderate and mild forms depending on the Intelligence Quotient (IQ) 

values. Children with ID have a low IQ score, usually below 70 (Lesca et al. 2013). The clinical 

assessment is made based in medical, developmental and familial history (Moeschler 2008; 

Redin et al. 2014).  

There are three main causes of ID: environmental, genetic or multifactorial (Verpelli & 

Sala 2012; Lesca et al. 2013; Redin et al. 2014). Being a disorder that affects a considerable 

fraction of the worldwide population (between 1 to 3 %), assessing ID ethiology is important 

in order to establish proper medical counseling and disease treatment (Moeschler 2008; Maris 

et al. 2013). 

There are several genetic causes of ID: chromosomal abnormalities, microdeletions and 

duplications are the main causes (Ropers, 2008). ID has an extreme genetic heterogeneity and 

is usually monogenic, being caused by a single genetic mutation (Verpelli & Sala 2012; Redin 

et al. 2014; Franić et al. 2015). A large percent of the ID disorders (over 60 %) have unknown 
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causes, still being necessary to find their origin (Ropers 2008; Verpelli & Sala 2012; Kaasinen 

et al. 2014). 

There has been a relation between the search for genes related to ID and the analysis of 

X chromosome (Tarpey et al. 2007; Hu et al. 2015). This research has already lead to the 

discovery of more than one hundred genes implicated in X-linked intellectual disability (XLID). 

Yet, mutations on autosomes leading to ID disorders are also common, however it is necessary 

an additional amount of effort in this field research (Piton et al. 2013). 

 

1.1.2.  X-linked intellectual disability 

 

X-linked intellectual disability is a group of genetic heterogeneous disorders caused by 

variants located at the X chromosome. It is estimated that XLID affects 1-2:1000 males, 

accounting for 5 to 10% of male ID patients. (Spaeth et al. 2011; Cristino et al. 2014; Tzschach 

et al. 2015). However, the relative considerable number of XLID identified in males can be due 

to the fact that X-linked disorders are more easily identified in males when compared with 

carrier women (because of their hemizygosity). Moreover, the prevalence of ID associated with 

the X chromosome is justified with the amount of genes present in X chromosome that are 

expressed in the brain and thus linked to the intellectual development (Delbridge et al. 2008). 

XLID is considered to be a genetically heterogeneous group of disorders because there 

are more than 100 genes involved in the different etiologies (Tzschach et al. 2015). The large 

number of genes implicated in XLID increases the difficulty on defining a diagnosis and in the 

establishment of phenotype-genotype correlation (Jorge et al. 2013).  

The identification of the causative gene is not always easy, involving several years of 

research and molecular genetic analysis. Despite that, unveiling the specific cause of a 

particular XLID disorder together with a detailed clinical condition allows the establishment of 

a final diagnosis, avoiding unproductive tests and leading to a more focused analysis (Stevenson 

& Schwartz 2009). 

XLID can be syndromic or non-syndromic. Within the first group there are to date 

approximately 150 syndromes, including ATRX syndrome, Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

syndrome, Ohdo syndrome, Opitz-Kaveggia syndrome (FG syndrome), Lujan-Fryns syndrome 

(LF syndrome) and Fragile X syndrome (Zhou et al. 2012; Cristino et al. 2014). The presence 

of coincident metabolic, neurobehavioural and somatic factors allows the diagnosis of 

syndromic XLID (Spaeth et al. 2011). 
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Non-syndromic XLID have ID as isolated clinical characteristic and the identification 

of causative genes has been difficult (Lesca et al. 2013; Bissar-Tadmouri et al. 2014).  

 

1.2. MED12 gene 

 

The MED12 gene, also known as HOPA, OPA1, FGS1 and TRAP230, is located on the 

large arm of the X Chromosome (Xq13) (Figure 3). This gene has 25 kb and 45 exons that code 

for 2212 amino acids (Figure 4) (Philibert & Madan 2007). 

Molecular analysis identified different mutations in MED12 gene by sequencing 

genomic DNA from several patients, finding a clear association between this gene and 

syndromes as Ohdo, FG and LF (Casamassimi & Napoli 2007). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of location of MED12 gene. The location of MED12 gene on X chromosome 

(available in http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/9968). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the genomic organization of the MED12 gene. Schematic structure of 

MED12 his presented with the representation of the 45 exons (blue boxes) and the 5’UTR and 3’UTR regions. The 

exons, regulatory regions and intervening introns are approximately drawn to scale. 

 

The MED12 gene encodes for the mediator of RNA polymerase II transcription subunit 

12, named MED12 protein (OMIM #300188). This protein is expressed in all eukaryotes and 

belongs to the Mediator complex which is a large proteic complex composed by more than 

twenty-five different proteins that regulate eukaryotic transcription, activating or repressing the 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/9968
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synthesis of eukaryotic mRNA (Rocha et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2013; Allen & Taatjes 2015). It 

is a general target of DNA-binding factors and although required for all genes, specific subunits 

of these complex can still be related to interaction with different gene-specific transcriptional 

activators (Malik & Roeder 2005; Shin et al. 2008; Tsai et al. 2013). The Mediator complex is 

structurally divided into three core units referred to head, middle and tail. The head and the 

middle sections interact directly with RNA polymerase II whereas the tail interacts only with 

the different co-factors that modulate transcription (Wang et al. 2013). The Mediator complex 

is required for thyroid hormone-dependent activation and repression of transcription for a 

correct response at RNA transcription level, being essential for cell development (Risheg et al. 

2007; Callier et al. 2013; Wu et al. 2014). 

As shown in Figure 5, MED12 is a subunit of CDK subcomplex, along with MED13, 

Cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK8) and Cyclin C (CycC) (Napoli et al. 2012).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Location of MED12 in human Mediator complex. Representation of the subunit composition of 

human Mediator complex with regions differentiated by colors: head region with subunits in green; middle region 

with subunits in light blue; tail region with subunits in red; CDK module with subunits in yellow. MED1 and 

MED26 are probable positioned between middle and tail regions and are represent in blue and dark blue. The 

position of MED12 subunit in CDK module is highlighted by a dark blue box. (adapted from Napoli et al. 2012). 

 

There is a reversible association with CDK subcomplex and the Mediator complex 

(Allen & Taatjes 2015). The CDK subcomplex, also referred as kinase module or CDK module, 

act as an adaptor for specific factors and regulates the Mediator complex activity, having a 

CDK 

module 

Head 

Middle 

Tail 
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fundamental role on the transcription (Risheg et al. 2007; Tsai et al. 2013). MED12 protein 

possibly regulates the expression of others genes involved in neuronal development and, by 

making part of the CDK subcomplex, participates in the regulation of the transcription initiation 

and reinitiation, being essential in CDK8 kinase activation (Knuesel et al. 2009; Rocha et al. 

2010; Wang et al. 2013). 

Thus, it is possible to infer that changes occurring in the Mediator conformation may 

influence the transcription initiation process, namely by modifying the interaction between the 

Mediator complex and RNA polymerase II (Chadick & Asturias 2005). It is also known that 

Mediator subunits are involved in several human diseases including cancer, metabolic and 

neurological disorders and cardiovascular disease (Napoli et al. 2012).  

Furthermore, different studies have already demonstrated that the MED12 protein 

interact with a variety of signaling pathways, being involved in a variety of cellular activities. 

Thus, an alteration on MED12 is expected to affect various signaling pathways, including EGF, 

Notch, Wnt and Sonic Hedgehog pathways. As these pathways are linked with brain 

development and function, they can also be related with intellectual development (Risheg et al. 

2007; Spaeth et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2012). 

The importance of MED12 roles implies that mutations in MED12 gene cause disruption 

of biological functions, such as cell growth, migration and differentiation (Wang et al. 2013). 

Inactivation of subunits that are indispensable to Mediator functions and linked to cell viability 

are incompatible with embryonic development. Subunits of CDK module (like MED12) are not 

included in these subunit types, but they can also lead to diverse defects on different organs 

causing serious problems (Wu et al. 2014).    

 

1.2.1.  Disorders related with MED12 gene 

 

As previously described, alterations on MED12 gene sequence can lead to XLID 

disorders and multiple congenital anomalies. Ohdo, Opitz-Kaveggia and Lujan-Fryns 

syndromes have been previously described as being frequently associated with MED12 variants 

(Hashimoto et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2012; Lesca et al. 2013; Vulto-van Silfhout et al. 2013). But 

there are also other pathological conditions associated with MED12 gene as uterine leiomyomas 

(Halder et al. 2015), prostate cancer and neuropsychiatric illnesses as psychoses and 

schizophrenia (Zhou et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013). Thus, not only MED12 appears to play an 
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important role XLID but also seems to influence the development of several cancers (Graham 

& Schwartz 2013). 

MED12 mutations have been related with syndromic XLID and also with nonsyndromic 

XLID. For syndromic XLID it was found the potentially deleterious mutation c.497A>G 

(p.Y166C), and for nonsyndromic it was identified the potentially deleterious change 

c.3101T>G (p.F1034C) (Hu et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2012). Also related with syndromic form 

it was found the variant c.3884G>A (p.R1295H). This change is probably pathogenic and was 

found in a cohort of 100 patients diagnosed with syndromes with marfanoid habitus (Callier et 

al. 2013). 

Is not yet fully understood how the mechanism by which mutations in MED12 cause 

ID, although several studies tried to provide a suitable answer to this issue (Risheg et al. 2007; 

Wang et al. 2013). One recently proposed explanation is the relation between MED12 protein, 

G9a histone methyltransferase (HMTase) and RE1-silencing transcription factor (REST). As 

the MED12 in Mediator complex links REST to G9a-dependent histone H3K9 dimethylation 

such connection suppresses neuronal genes in non-neuronal cells (Graham & Schwartz 2013). 

If a mutation in MED12 disrupt the REST corepressor function, then MED12 would no longer 

be able to suppress the neuronal genes in non-neuronal cells. This suggest that the pathological 

basis of ID to MED12 can involve impaired REST-dependent neuronal gene regulation (Ding 

et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2013). 

Vulto-van Silfhout and her coworkers (2013) identified three missense mutations 

associated with X-linked form of Ohdo syndrome (Maat-Kievit-Brunner type, OSMKB): 

c.3443G>A (p.R1148H), c.3493T>C (p.S1165P) and c.5185C>A (p.H1729N). The first two 

mutations appear to affect the repressive function of MED12 but do not appear to impair 

MED12 incorporation on Mediator complex or his interaction with G9a. Next, in 2014, Isidor 

and his coworkers expanded the phenotypic and clinical spectrum of MED12 mutations by 

finding the same missense mutation c.3443G>A in two male brothers, a fetus and a newborn.  

In a female with non-syndromic profound XLID it was identified the c.5898dupC 

frameshift mutation (p.S1967Qfs*84), which result in a truncated MED12  (Lesca et al. 2013). 

Analysis of X inactivation were not performed. Such finding suggest that truncating mutations 

have a more severe effect on the function of the MED12 protein in the Mediator than missense 

mutations that occur on other syndromes (Graham & Schwartz 2013). However, it is important 

to report that, despite all the clinical differences between the patients, the patients with MED12 

mutations share a phenotypic pattern of ID and behavior issues (Lesca et al. 2013).  
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In 2015 was published a case of a male diagnosed with non-specific ID. There was no 

family clinical history related with ID. This patient showed a novel mutation in exon 22 of 

MED12 gene, c.3067A>G, demonstrating that mutations on MED12 are not only present in 

distinctive syndromes but also in non-specific ID  (Yamamoto & Shimojima 2015). 

 In a study using exome sequencing, three novel missense mutations in MED12 were 

found related with XLID: c.2216C>T (p.P739L), c.2867A>T (p.K956M) and c.3883C>T 

(p.R1295C). More studies are needed but by predictive tools these mutations seem to have a 

probably damaging effect, leading to XLID (Hu et al. 2015). 

Therefore, and based on the above described, it is expected that other diseases will be 

found to be related with MED12 gene mutations, allowing additional data to be collected about 

the relation between the diseases and the pathological basis. These findings will help to improve 

diagnosis methods and contribute to develop novel therapeutic strategies. 

Specifically, two particular syndromes frequently associated with MED12 mutations are 

LF and FG syndromes. Their study could be helpful to understand the concrete functional effect 

of mutations in MED12. 

 

1.2.1.1. Lujan-Fryns syndrome 

 

Lujan-Fryns Syndrome (LF syndrome - OMIM #309520), also known as Lujan 

Syndrome or X-linked Mental Retardation with Marfanoid Habitus, is an allelic form of XLID  

associated with the presence of mutations on MED12 gene (Schwartz et al. 2007). This rare 

syndrome is clinically distinct from the other MED12 gene associated syndromes but still 

having some overlapping of non-specific features, also being characterized by mental 

retardation (Lesca et al. 2013).  

LF syndrome affects mostly males but there are also reports of affected females 

(Gurrieri & Neri 1991; Van Buggenhout & Fryns 2006). The prevalence of this syndrome in 

general population is still unknown (Berry et al. 2014) and the first family ever reported, by 

Lujan and his coworkers, dates to 1984, and it is called the “original family” (Lujan et al. 1984). 

This syndrome can be recognized by the facial morphology (Figure 6), tall stature with 

asthenic build, tall narrow face, high narrow palate with dental crowding, macrocephaly, long 

hands with hyperextensible digits (Figure 7), hypernasal speech, maxillary hypoplasia, small or 

recending chin, dysgenesis of the corpus callosum and mild general hypotonia (Schwartz et al. 

2007; Wang et al. 2013). These patients also have mild to moderate ID and several behavioral 
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problems such as hyperactivity, emotional lability, aggressiveness, autistic mannerisms, 

shyness and psychoses (Stathopulu et al. 2003; Van Buggenhout & Fryns 2006; Schwartz et al. 

2007; Berry et al. 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Facial morphology characteristic of patients with LF syndrome. Facial features characteristic of an 

adult LF patient, of the “original family” (adapted from Graham & Schwartz 2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Representation of some morphological features present in LF syndrome. High narrow palate (left) 

and marfanoid features (right) characteristic of a patient with LF syndrome (adapted from Berry et al., 2014). 

 

In some of the cases, cardiovascular manifestations such as aortic root dilation and 

ventricular septal defect are also present (Stevenson et al. 2013; Berry et al. 2014), in other 

cases, abnormalities of the genitourinary system, including macroorchidism, were also 

described (Stevenson et al. 2013). 

Until 2007, the genetic causes of the LF Syndrome were unknown (Van Buggenhout & 

Fryns 2006). Since then, several studies have been made to unveil the genetic causes of the 

syndrome and different information have been collected. From these studies, it could be 

concluded that this syndrome is not only caused by MED12 gene mutations. Protein-truncating 
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mutations were discovered in the UPF3B gene and subsequently identified in two different 

families with LF syndrome. One of the mutations includes a two-nucleotide deletion in exon 9 

and the other is a nonsense mutation in exon 10 (Tarpey et al. 2007; Callier et al. 2013). 

Furthermore, mutations in the ZDHHC9 gene have also been found in three different families 

with LF syndrome. This gene, located in Xq26.1, encodes a palmitoyltransferase that is highly 

expressed in the brain. Thus, these mutations in ZDHHC9 often lead to alterations on the 

concentration of the rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog (RAS) protein in the different 

compartments of nerve cells, leading to disease (Raymond et al. 2007; Callier et al. 2013).  

In MED12, the mutation c.3020A>G (p.N1007S) in exon 22 on MED12 gene was 

reported (Table 1). This change results in the substitution of an asparagine by a serine residue 

and this missense mutation was indeed found in the original family with Lujan Syndrome. This 

recurrent mutation segregated with LF phenotype in the “original family” (Schwartz et al. 

2007). 

 

Table 1. Mutation associated with LF syndrome. Mutation found in MED12 associated with LF phenotype, 

the location on gene, the date of primary report and his publication. Mutation description according to HGVS 

nomenclature: NM_005120.2 (for cDNA) and NP_005111.2 (for protein). 

Variant Protein 

change 

Localization in 

MED12 gene 

Date of 

primary report 

Reference 

c.3020A>G p.N1007S Exon 22 2007 Schwartz et al., 2007 

 

The diagnosis of LF syndrome is still predominantly based on the presence of clinical 

symptoms. Currently, there is no specific treatment for this condition. The patients require 

psychological counseling and special education needs. Genetic counseling to all family is also 

needed, due to the X-link recessive inheritance (Berry et al. 2014).  

 

1.2.1.2. Opitz-Kaveggia syndrome 

 

Opitz-Kaveggia Syndrome (FG syndrome - OMIM #305450) is also an allelic form of 

a mental disease linked to X chromosome and that is known as FG syndrome. This syndrome, 

identified by Opitz and Kaveggia in 1974 in a family with five affected males, was first 

described as being a rare disorder occurring only in males (Opitz & Kaveggia, 1974; Risheg et 

al., 2007). Although, it was also described in females (Battaglia et al. 2006). A more knowledge 

of the syndrome’s prevalence is difficult, depending in part on the clinical diagnosis due a 
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thorough medical exam (Risheg et al. 2007). This syndrome is characterized by a clinical 

variability and a genetic heterogeneity (Opitz et al. 2008; Lyons et al. 2009). It was mapped to 

different loci, including seven different types of FG syndrome, with each locus associated to 

specific clinical features and to one gene (Perche et al. 2012). 

 Clinically, some characteristics are common to patients with FG syndrome, which 

allows a clinical diagnosis. Some of these characteristics include morphological features, 

distinctive facial appearance (Figure 8) and tall and prominent forehead, short stature, postnatal 

onset relative macrocephaly (with only few patients with absolute macrocephaly), small 

prominent ears with simplified helical pattern (Figure 9), hypertelorism, persistent fetal 

fingertip pads, relatively short fingers with broad thumbs and halluces, down-slanting palpebral 

fissures, frontal hair upsweep, thin vermilion border of the upper lip, complete or partial 

agenesis of the corpus callosum, hypotonia, sensorineural deafness and constipation, among 

others (Battaglia et al. 2006; Lyons et al. 2009; Stevenson & Schwartz 2009; Wang et al. 2013).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Patient with FG syndrome change over the years. Patient diagnosed with FG syndrome at 3, 5 13 and 

15 years old, showing typical morphological characteristics (adapted from Graham et al., 2008). 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Morphological characteristics of a patient with FG syndrome. Small prominent ears with simplified 

helical pattern characteristic (adapted from Lyons et al., 2009). 
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The patients also have mental retardation with developmental delay and a characteristic 

behavior with a hyperactive personality and an excessive talkativeness. Young boys with Opitz-

Kaveggia (FGS1) have a frequent attention-seeking behavior (Graham et al. 2010), but another 

report of an older man also described an aggressive behavior, associated with screaming and 

temper tantrums (Graham et al. 2008). There are also common major anomalies, including anal 

anomalies and heart problems or, in less extent, abnormalities at genitourinary system level and 

skeletal malformations (Battaglia et al. 2006; Graham et al. 2010; Stevenson et al. 2013). 

The FG syndrome has some overlapping features with other XLID syndromes as LF 

syndrome and Ohdo Syndrome, making the diagnosis of such syndromes more difficult and 

less accurate (Lyons et al. 2009; Rump et al. 2011). Beyond the common features, there was 

also a lack of markers for allowing a positive identification of the disorder, which compromised 

the confirmation of diagnosis (Wang et al. 2013). Some features, already mentioned and 

common in FG and LF syndromes are macrocephaly, tall forehead, tall narrow palate with 

dental crowding, hypotonia, mental retardation, behavioral problems and dysgenesis of the 

corpus callosum. Because these two syndromes have some common features and is not always 

easy to differentiate them clinically, it is important to perform genetic analysis while focusing 

on the features that are not common to both, including small ears, long hyperextensible digits 

and syndactyly (Table 2). Nonetheless, these syndromes are not consider in the differential 

diagnosis of one to another (Schwartz et al. 2007). 

As mentioned before, FG syndrome is associated with genetic variability. In an Italian 

family suffering from FG syndrome (FGS4) was found the missense mutation c.83G>T 

(p.R28L) (Perche et al. 2012). This mutation occurs in CASK gene and do not cause significant 

alterations in CASK protein, however this mutation leads to an improper recognition of exonic 

splicing enhancers, which can have consequences in the development of the central nervous 

system and in the regulation of neurotransmission (Piluso et al. 2009). 

A gene that was studied and related to FGS6 was the UPF3B gene. This gene is also 

associated with LF syndrome and in FG syndrome it was found a deletion of four nucleotides 

in exon 7 of the gene that leads to a translational frameshift and protein truncation (Tarpey et 

al. 2007; Perche et al. 2012). 

It was also observed mutations in BRWD3 (FGS7) and FLNA (FGS2) genes in sporadic 

patients with FG syndrome (Lyons et al. 2009; Piluso et al. 2009; Neri et al. 2011; Callier et al. 

2013). Interestingly, FLNA is an actin-binding protein that crosslinks actin filaments and is 

important for cell shape and migration (Opitz et al. 2008). 
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Table 2. Comparison of different clinical findings in LF and FG syndromes. “+” and “-“ means the presence 

and the absence of the clinical finding respectively (adapted from Schwartz et al., 2007). 

Clinical finding Opitz-Kaveggia 

syndrome 

Lujan-Fryns syndrome 

Tall stature - + 

Hypernasal voice - + 

High nasal root - + 

Long hyperextensible digits - + 

Macrocephaly +/- + 

Broad thumbs + +/- 

Frontal hair upsweep + - 

Hypertelorism/telecanthus + - 

Small ears + - 

Persistent fetal finger pads + - 

Horizontal palmar creases + - 

Syndactyly + - 

Anal anomalies + - 

Childhood constipation + - 

Genitourinary problems + - 

Spasticity + - 

 

In FG syndrome, the pathological basis of this disease seems to be related to long 

noncoding RNA (Lai et al. 2013), as MED12 interacts with a specific class of activating long 

noncoding RNA (ncRNA-a) in order to regulate target gene expression. Mutations in MED12 

reduce MED12 ability to associate with activating ncRNAs causing FG syndrome with ID and 

associated development delay (Lai et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013).  
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MED12 gene is considered to be the cause gene of FGS1 (Table 3) (Neri et al. 2011). 

Associated with this gene was found to be the recurrent mutation c.2881C>T, located at exon 

21, discovered by Risheg and his team in 2007 (Risheg et al. 2007; Clark et al. 2009). Later, it 

was found that six families with the syndrome, including the original family described by Opitz 

and Kaveggia, also had this mutation (Stevenson & Schwartz 2009; Graham et al. 2010; Wang 

et al. 2013).  

 

Table 3. Mutations in MED12 gene associated with FG syndrome. Two mutations found in MED12 gene 

associated with FG phenotype, the location on gene, the date of primary report and the respective publications. 

Mutations description according to HGVS nomenclature: NM_005120.2 (for cDNA) and NP_005111.2 (for 

protein). 

Variant Protein 

change 

Localization in 

MED12 gene 

Date of primary 

report 

Reference 

c.2881C>T p.R961W Exon 21 2007 Risheg et al., 2007 

c.2873G>A p.G958E Exon 21 2010 Rump et al., 2011 

 

Similarly to the c.3020A>G mutation in the LF Syndrome, c.2881C>T seems to alter 

the MED12 protein conformation and impair the REST-dependent neuronal gene regulation 

(Rump et al. 2011). Both mutations also seem to disrupt the association of MED12 protein with 

kinase CDK8, which acts as a direct suppressor of GLI3 transactivation activity. This disruption 

is suggested to contribute for FG and LF phenotypes, due to the dysregulation of GLI3-

dependent Sonic Hedgehog (SHH) signaling (Zhou et al. 2012). 

There seems to be a relation between the tryptophan at position 961 (p.R961W 

mutation) and the patients behavior. A correlation could be found between these two factors. 

That individuals carrying that recurrent mutation in MED12 gene have communicative deficits 

but strengths in socialization and daily living skills (Graham et al. 2010), also having 

hyperactivity and attention-seeking behaviors but a very affable personality  (Graham et al. 

2008). Oppositely, patients that are negative for mutations in MED12 display a wide variety of 

features, different from the typical phenotype associated with mutations in this gene.  Certain 

clinical features mentioned to be associated with mutations in MED12, as the behavior and 

some morphological characteristics, can be used as a predictive factor for existence of such 

mutations and may contribute for the diagnosis (Lyons et al. 2009). Thus, patients with 
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mutations on MED12 gene have a more distinctive phenotype of FG syndrome (Piluso et al. 

2009). 

Other mutation found in 2010, also associated with MED12 gene, was the change 

c.2873G>A, located near the c.2881C>T variant in exon 21 (Rump et al. 2011). This is a more 

rare mutation that was found in three cousins suffering from FG syndrome (Wang et al. 2013).  

The presence of evidences relating the same affected genes, including MED12 and 

UPF3B, in LF and FG syndromes are indicative about the overlap of these two clinical 

conditions (Tarpey et al. 2007).  However, because of the genetic variability and the different 

clinical features already mentioned, the diagnosis of the FG syndrome is still predominantly 

based on the presence of clinical symptoms and no specific treatment for this condition is 

available. Thus, the patients need to frequent special education classes and must endure genetic 

counseling, often including the whole family, due to the X-link mode of inheritance (Rump et 

al. 2011). 
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1.3. Aims 

 

The present work represents a study of a cohort of 43 unrelated patients with clinical 

indications for Opitz-Kaveggia or Lujan-Fryns syndromes, by the screening for variants in 

MED12 gene.  

The main goal of this work is the characterization of the MED12 gene in a cohort of 43 

gDNA samples from the selected patients. We expect to find sequence variants within this gene that 

may be disease-causing allowing to make a genotype-phenotype correlation. 

After sequencing all exons and flanking regions of MED12 gene for all the 43 patients, 

the variants found will be analysed through mutational databases to assess their frequency and 

possible pathogenic effect. When no information about pathogenicity is available, the 

prediction of splicing effect on pre-mRNA and function effect on protein will be evaluated 

using several bioinformatics tools. 

Further, whenever possible co-segregation as well as RNA studies will be performed 

for patients holding variants with a putative deleterious effect. 

Additionally, we want to open the way for further investigations and improve the ability 

of accurate diagnosis on these rare syndromes. 
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Chapter 2 - Materials and Methods 

 

2.1. Patients samples 

 

A cohort of 43 unrelated male patients with inclusion criteria based on compatible 

family history and/or clinical signs for LF or FG syndromes was selected (Table 4). The gDNA 

samples from these patients were previously extracted from peripheral blood by the salting-out 

method (Miller et al. 1988), dissolved in TE buffer and stored at 4 ºC. All samples were 

screened for variants on coding exons and flanking regions of MED12 gene. The genetic studies 

had informed consent from the patients or their legal tutors.  

  

Table 4. Patient cohort. 

 Number of 

patients 

Range age 

(Years) 

Average 

age 

(Years) 

Lujan-Fryns 

syndrome 

11 (25.6 %) 6 to 30 18 

Opitz-

Kaveggia 

syndrome 

15 (34.9 %) 7 to 34 21 

Non-specific 17 (39.5 %) 8 to 30  19 

Total 43 6 to 34  20 

 

 Familial studies were also performed in 4 families: brother and mother of patient 24; 

sister and mother of patient 28; mother of patient 36; and two brothers and mother of patient 

43. 

 

2.2. Methods 

 

The molecular screening of MED12 gene consisted in ten steps, including gDNA 

quantification, primer design, optimization of symmetric polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for 

each primer pair, visualization of obtained amplicons in an agarose gel for confirmation of the 

amplification of fragment of interest, purification of PCR products with the enzymatic removal 

of incorporated primers and nucleotides, sequencing PCR products based on Sanger method, 

purification of the sequencing PCR products by gel-filtration technology to remove dye 
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terminators from sequencing results and separation by capillary electrophoresis with a 

capillary-based automated DNA sequencer. Detailed study of the sequence variants and in silico 

analysis were also performed (Figure 10). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Schematic representation of the methodology for molecular analysis. Different steps for molecular 

screening of MED12 gene are represented sequentially. 

 

2.2.1.  Nucleic acid quantification 

 

 gDNA samples were quantified using the ND-1000 Spectrophotometer from NanoDrop 

(Version 3.3; Life TechnologiesTM; California, United States of America). gDNA aliquots at a 

concentration of approximately 100 ng/µL were prepared and stored at 4 ºC. 

 

2.2.2.  Primer design 

 

M13-tailed primers for the 45 exons and respective flanking regions of the MED12 gene 

were designed using the Primer Express® v2.0 Software (Applied Biosystems®, Foster City, 

CA, United Sates of America). The reference sequence of MED12 NM_005120.2 was accessed 

in GenMol program (unpublished, internal use in CGMJM-CHP),  

Overall, a total of 43 primer pairs were designed for exons and flanking intronic regions 

of the MED12 gene (see appendix A, Table 16, list of primer pairs used). When the intronic 
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region between exons was small and the primer design was possible, one primer pair for two 

exons was designed (exons 14 and 15; exons 32 and 33; exons 40 and 41). Exon 44 was divided 

in two regions and it was designed one primer pair for each region, because the amplification 

was not properly achieved even with the design of three different primer pairs. 

 Whenever possible, the optimal parameters used in Primer Express® v2.0 Software 

(Applied Biosystems®) for the primers pair design consisted in: 

 Primer length: maximum of 40 bp (including M13-tail);   

 Primer Tm: minimum of 57 ºC and maximum of 61 ºC with a maximal Tm difference 

of 2 ºC between the two primers of the pair; 

 Primer GC content: minimum of 35 % and maximum of 65 %; 

 Amplicon length: less than 400 bp; 

 M13-tail (5’tail): 

- Forward: TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT 

- Reverse: CAGGAAACAGCTATGACC 

 Ideally the primer sequence was selected in an intronic region. 

 

After the selection of the best possible primer pairs for each amplicon, the in silico 

verification of their quality was assessed using the FastPCR software v3.7.7 (Institute of 

Biotechnology, University of Helsinki, Finland). This software is a free web tool that provide 

primer assembly and analysis, as well as alignment and repeat searching. SNPCheck 3 (NGRL 

Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester; available in 

https://secure.ngrl.org.uk/SNPCheck/snpcheck.htm) is a bioinformatic tool to check primers for 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), against data from the latest build of dbSNP database 

and confirmation of the primers specificity, using the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool 

(BLAST). 

 

2.2.3.  Symmetric PCR 

 

The regions of interest previously selected were amplified by symmetric PCR. PCR 

optimizations included: assignment of Tm temperatures; total cycle number; temperatures and 

duration times of denaturation, annealing and extension; reaction components and specific 

reagents concentrations. Analysis of one sample consisted in three different reaction mixtures 

(see Tables 5, 6 and 7) and a single PCR program.  

http://ngrl.org.uk/Manchester/
http://ngrl.org.uk/Manchester/
https://secure.ngrl.org.uk/SNPCheck/snpcheck.htm
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Table 5. PCR reaction mix for exon 5 amplification. Reagents and respective final concentration for PCR 

reaction mix applied for exon 5 amplification. 

Reagents  

PCR Master Mix 2 x (Promega, Madison, United States of America) 1 x 

Primer F at 10 pmol/μL (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Einsteinstrasse, 

Germany)(*) 

10 pmol 

Primer R at 10 pmol/μL (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (*) 10 pmol 

gDNA at 100 ng/μL 100 ng 

Betaine 5 M (Sigma-Aldrish®, St. Louis, United States of America) 0,8 M 

DMSO 100 % (Sigma-Aldrish®) 8 % 

Sterile bidistilled water Up to 25 µL 

(*)Primers indicated on Appendix A, Table 16. 

 

Table 6. PCR reaction mix for exon 44 amplification (two different pair primers). Reagents and respective 

final concentration for PCR reaction mix applied for exon 44 amplification. 

Reagents  

ImmoMix Red 2 x (Bioline, London, United Kingdom) 1 x 

Primer F at 10 pmol/μL (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (*) 10 pmol 

Primer R at 10 pmol/μL (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (*) 10 pmol 

gDNA at 100 ng/μL 100 ng 

Betaine 5 M (Sigma-Aldrish®) 0,8 M 

DMSO 100 % (Sigma-Aldrish®) 8 % 

Sterile bidistilled water Up to 25 µL 

(*)Primers indicated on Appendix A, Table 16. 

 

Table 7. Standard PCR reaction mix. Reagents and respective final concentration for standard PCR reaction 

mix. 

Reagents  

PCR Master Mix 2 x (Promega) 1 x 

Primer F at 10 pmol/μL (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (*) 10 pmol 

Primer R at 10 pmol/μL (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (*) 10 pmol 

gDNA at 100 ng/μL 100 ng 

Sterile bidistilled water Up to 20 µL 

(*)Primers indicated on Appendix A, Table 16. 
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Amplification reaction was performed as follows: an initial denaturation at 96 oC for 5 

minutes, followed by 38 cycles of denaturation at 95 oC for 45 seconds, annealing at 60 oC for 

45 seconds and extension 68 oC for 3 minutes, with a final extension at 68 oC for 10 minutes. 

The thermal cyclers used were the models 9700, 9800 Fast and Veriti® (Applied Biosystems®). 

The PCR products obtained were analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis. The gel 

consisted of 0,8 % SeaKem® LE Agarose (Lonza, Rockland, United States of America) and its 

preparation was made with buffer TAE 1x and 7 µL of GelRed Nucleic Acid Gel StainTM, 

10,000x in water (Biotium, California, USA). Molecular DNA marker used was PhiX174 

DNA-HaeIII Digest (New England BioLabs®, County Road Ipswich, United States of America) 

for sizing the double-stranded DNA fragments. After the separation, the PCR products were 

visualized using an ultraviolet (UV) light source and the image was obtained by the Fujifilm 

Luminescent Image Analyzer LAS-3000 v2.2 (Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan). See Appendix B for 

reagents composition. 

 

2.2.4.  Purification of PCR reactions 

 

Before the sequencing PCR, a purification procedure of the symmetric PCR products 

was required. The purification was made by incubation for 30 minutes at 37 ºC followed by 15 

minutes at 80 ºC with IllustraTM ExoProStarTM 1-step (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, United 

Kingdom).  IllustraTM ExoProStarTM 1-step (GE Healthcare) contains a mix of illustra Alkaline 

Phosphatase and Exonuclease 1 that allows a quickly and efficient purification of PCR products 

with the removal of unincorporated nucleotides and primers.  

 

2.2.5.  Sequencing of PCR products 

 

Sequencing PCR, also named asymmetric PCR, was prepared using M13 universal 

primers (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Einsteinstrasse, Germany) and BigDye® Terminator Cycle 

Sequencing Kit v3.1 (Applied Biosystems®). This method is based on the Sanger sequencing 

method (Sanger et al. 1977) that allows the nucleotide sequencing by the incorporation of chain-

terminating dideoxynucleotides (ddNTPs) associated to fluorescent dyes. 

To each PCR product previously purified the following reaction mixture was added: 6 

pmol of M13 primer forward or reverse (initial concentration of 4 pmol/µL), 1 or 2 µL of 

BigDye® Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Mix (Applied Biosystems®) and sterile bidistilled 
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water up to a final volume of 10 µL. For exons 5 and 44, betaine (Sigma-Aldrish®, St. Louis, 

United States of America) was also added in a final concentration of 1 M, maintaining the final 

volume of 10 µL.  

The sequencing PCR program consisted in: 6 minutes incubation at 95 oC followed by 

30 cycles of denaturation at 96 oC for 15 seconds, annealing at 50 oC for 5 seconds and extension 

at 60 oC for 4 minutes, the last step consisted in a final extension of 10 minutes at 60 oC. 

 

2.2.6.  Purification of sequencing reactions 

 

 Sequencing reactions were purified using the DyeExTM 96-well plate (Qiagen®, 

Valencia, California, United States of America). This purification method allows the removal 

of unincorporated BigDye® terminators with prehydrated gel-filtration resin. 

 

2.2.7.  Capillary electrophoresis 

 

The eluted products were resolved on an ABI 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied 

Biosystems®) by capillary electrophoresis. The sequencing analysis in the capillary-based 

automated DNA sequencer is made by the separation of fluorescently labelled DNA fragments 

according to molecular weight using liquid self-coating polymer (POP-7). Before being 

submitted to capillary sequencer the samples were eluted with 20 µL of Hi-DiTM Formamide 

(Applied Biosystems®). Once on the 16-capillary automated DNA sequencer, each sample ran 

on a 36 cm capillary for 30 seconds. 

 

2.2.8.  Bioinformatics interpretation 

2.2.8.1. Sequencing data analysis 

 

For sequence and variant analysis, SeqScape v2.5 Software (Applied Biosystems®) was 

used, with the cDNA reference sequence NM_005120.2. The software enables the variants 

detection and analysis by the assembly with reference sequence. The website Mutalyzer 2.0.7 

(LUMC Mutalyzer, available in http://www.mutalyzer.nl/) was accessed to confirm variant 

description according to the guidelines of the Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS). 

 

 

http://www.mutalyzer.nl/
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2.2.8.2.  In silico analysis 

 

Several databases were consulted to join the data already available about allelic 

frequency, type of variant and other important information of the variants found in the analysed 

samples. Different databases were selected:  

 Exome variant server (NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project, available in 

http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/),  

 dbSNP (NCBI, available in http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/),  

 EmVClass (Emory Genetics Laboratory, available in 

http://geneticslab.emory.edu/emvclass/emvclass.php),  

 Ensembl Genome Browser (Ensembl release 80, EMBL - EBI, available in 

http://www.ensembl.org/index.html),   

 ClinVar (NCBI, available in http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/),  

 Leiden Open Variation Database v3.0 (Leiden University Medical Center, available in 

http://databases.lovd.nl/shared/genes),  

 ExAC Browser Beta (Exome Aggregation Consortium, available in 

http://exac.broadinstitute.org), 

 HGMD® professional (Institute of Medical Genetics, Cardiff).  

 

In silico analysis were performed to analyse the functional effect of the sequence 

variants identified. Diverse bioinformatics tools were used for this purpose. First, splice site 

predictors: 

 Human Splicing Finder v3.0 (Aix Marseille Université, available in 

http://www.umd.be/HSF3/). Human Splicing Finder is a tool aimed to help studying the 

pre-mRNA splicing (Desmet et al. 2009). This tool allows a better understanding of 

intronic and exonic mutations leading to splicing defects by the combination of twelve 

different algorithms. These algorithms predict the mutation effect on different splicing 

motifs, including acceptor and donor splice sites, the branch point, exonic splicing 

enhancers and exonic splicing silencers. The interpreted data given by this tool is related 

to the mutation position and context; 

 MaxEntScan (National Science Foundation, available in 

http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/maxent/Xmaxentscan_scoreseq.html and in 

http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/maxent/Xmaxentscan_scoreseq_acc.html). MaxEntScan 

http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/
http://geneticslab.emory.edu/emvclass/emvclass.php
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/
http://www.lumc.nl/
http://databases.lovd.nl/shared/genes
http://www.umd.be/HSF3/
http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/maxent/Xmaxentscan_scoreseq.html
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is a free bioinformatic tool that predicts variant effect on splicing, only for variant in 

exonic and not deep intronic locations (Yeo & Burge 2004). 

 

Second, predictors for alterations on protein structure/function and evolutionary 

conservation: 

 MutationTaster2 (SFB 665, available in http://www.mutationtaster.org/). Mutation 

Taster is a free web-site tool used to help to understand the disease-causing potential of 

DNA variants (Schwarz et al. 2014). It has a probability associated to the prediction and 

classified the variant as disease-causing or polymorphism, using three different 

prediction models depending on type of alteration (intronic or synonymous variant, 

variant affecting a single amino acid and variant causing complex changes on amino 

acid sequence). This tool gives information about conservation, splicing alterations and 

consequences on protein features; 

 SIFT/PROVEAN Human Genome Variants (J. Craig Venter Institute, available in 

http://sift.jcvi.org/ and in http://provean.jcvi.org/genome_submit_2.php). SIFT (Sorting 

Intolerant From Tolerant) is a tool used to predict the effect of amino acid substitution 

on protein function and it is based on the degree of conservation of amino acid residues 

in sequence alignments (Kumar et al. 2009). The junction of PROVEAN tool to SIFT 

allows the use of prediction for SNP and also indels (Choi et al. 2012). 

 

It was also used the Alamut Visual v2.4 Software (Interactive Biosoftware, Rouen, 

France), an effective tool that integrates some of the tools previously described and allows a 

quickly and consistent look over the variants already described, helping on their interpretation. 

This software incorporates a vast number of prediction methods. For the splice signal detection 

it uses the following methods: SpliceSiteFinder-like, MaxEntScan, GeneSplicer, NNSplice and 

Human Splicing Finder. For the ESE binding site detection, ESEFinder and RESCUE-ESE are 

the methods used by the software  (Cartegni et al. 2003; Smith et al. 2006).  With this software, 

SpliceSiteFinder-like and ESE Finder (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory) were consulted.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mutationtaster.org/
http://provean.jcvi.org/genome_submit_2.php
http://www.cshl.edu/
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2.2.9.  Familial studies 

 

In order to better characterize the variants found in some patients, co-segregation 

analysis was performed. gDNA samples from family members of four distinct patients (namely 

mother and brothers when available) were also investigated. gDNA extraction from peripheral 

blood was performed by the salting-out method. This extraction method involves the following 

steps: lysis buffer for disruption of cell membranes, addition of proteinase K and a solution of 

10 % SDS, dehydration with the addition of a saturated solution of Sodium Chloride (NaCl) 

and precipitation of DNA with 100 % ethanol. In the end, gDNA was dissolved in TE buffer 

and stored at 4 ºC. Next procedures used in familial samples were basically the same as 

described for index patients. 

 

2.2.9.1.  RNA analysis 

 

 It was selected one patient and one of his brothers that share the same variant for RNA 

analysis. The RNA extraction from peripheral blood was accomplished using the PerfectPureTM 

RNA Blood Kit (5Prime, Gaithersburg, Darnestown, Maryland, USA) according to 

manufacture instructions. Briefly, involves red blood cell lysis, followed by the white blood 

cell lysis, the use of preclear columns, the RNA binding in purification columns, washing, 

DNase treatment, and in the end the RNA elution in 75 µL of elution solution. First the red 

blood cell lysis was performed by addition of RBC Lysis Solution and centrifugation and next 

the white blood cell lysis performed by the addition of Lysis Solution and TCEP and vortex 

with high speed. Using the preclear columns, the lysate was centrifuged followed by the RNA 

binding with purification columns and first wash. The DNase treatment was made by incubation 

over 30 minutes, followed by the second wash and the RNA elution.  

The presence of total RNA was verified by agarose gel electrophoresis. The gel used 

had a composition of 0,8 % SeaKem® LE Agarose (Lonza) and it was used PhiX174 DNA-

HaeIII Digest as molecular marker (New England BioLabs®). After the separation, the RNA 

was visualized by UV light in Fujifilm Luminescent Image Analyzer LAS-3000 v2.2 (Fujifilm). 

RNA quality and concentration were evaluated in a ND-1000 Spectrophotometer from 

NanoDrop (Version 3.3; Life TechnologiesTM). 

 Primers for Reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) were designed essential as described 

previously in 2.2.2. section, but without M13-tail and using only the cDNA sequence. These 
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primers allows the amplification of the interest region flanking the variant in analysis and, 

therefore, involving the exons 3, 4 and 5 of MED12 (see Appendix A, Table 17, containing the 

list of primers used for RNA study). 

 After the RNA extraction it was performed the Reverse transcription- PCR (RT-PCR) 

using the SuperScript® III One-Step RT-PCR System with Platinum® Taq DNA Polymerase 

(InvitrogenTM, Foster City, CA, United Sates of America). This one step procedure allowed 

both cDNA synthesis followed by PCR amplification. 

 The reaction mix used for this procedure is described in Table 8. 

 

Table 8. PCR reagents mix used for RT-PCR procedure. Reagents and respective concentration for PCR 

reaction mix for RT-PCR procedure involving exons 3, 4 and 5.  

Reagents  

2 x Reaction Mix (InvitrogenTM) 1 x 

Primer F at 10 pmol/μl (Thermo Fisher Scientific)(*) 10 pmol 

Primer R at 10 pmol/μl (Thermo Fisher Scientific)(*) 10 pmol 

RNA at 100 ng/μl 100 ng 

SuperScript® III RT/Platinum TaqMix (InvitrogenTM) 1 µL 

Autoclaved distilled water Up to 50 µL 

*Primers indicated on Appendix A, Table 17. 

 

The thermal cycler program consisted in a first step of 30 minutes at 50 ºC for cDNA 

synthesis followed by a PCR amplification of: 2 minutes denaturation at 94 oC, 40 cycles of 

denaturation at 94 oC for 30 seconds, annealing at 58 oC for 30 seconds and extension at 68 oC 

for 1 minute and 30 seconds, with a final extension of 10 minutes at 68 oC. 

The presence of cDNA was verified by agarose gel electrophoresis. The gel used had a 

composition of 0,8 % SeaKem® LE Agarose (Lonza) and it was used PhiX174 DNA-HaeIII 

Digest as a marker (New England BioLabs®). After the separation the cDNA was visualized 

using an UV light source and the image was obtained with the Fujifilm Luminescent Image 

Analyzer LAS-3000 v2.2 (Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan). 

 Purification, sequencing of PCR products and resolution of sequencing products in 

capillary electrophoresis were performed according to the previously described in sections 

2.2.4. to 2.2.7. 
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The potential splicing effect and alteration on mRNA were analysed by the comparison 

between the sequences obtained and the reference sequence NM_005120.2 with the help of 

GenMol program (unpublished, internal use in CGMJM-CHP). 
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Chapter 3 - Results and Discussion 

 

3.1. Molecular analysis of the MED12 gene 

 

Specific primers were designed for each amplicon in order to amplify the MED12 gene. 

Several optimization steps were performed for a correct and specific amplification of fragments 

corresponding to each MED12 exon (Figure 11). Optimization targeting optimal PCR 

conditions included, for example, amplification cycle number and temperatures (denaturation, 

annealing and extension). Note that some primers were redesigned because of the lack of 

specificity (i.e. for exons 16, 17, 18 and 37). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Visualization of PCR products of one patient on 0,8 % agarose gel. Amplicons obtained after PCR 

using each primer pair are shown. PhiX174 DNA-HaeIII Digest (New England BioLabs®) was used as marker for 

sizing and molecular weight is indicated in base pairs (bp). Numbers correspond to the respective exon(s). For 

more information about primers see Appendix A, Table 16.  

 

 Additionally, several types of reactions mixes and concentrations of reaction 

components were also tested in order to optimize PCR products regarding high quality and 

yield. Conditions tested included the addition individually or simultaneously of betaine, DMSO 

or MgCl2 in order to achieve PCR products without primer dimer and an amplicon size matching 

that of the corresponding exon(s), characterized by the appearance of a single specific band in 

the agarose gel. Exons 5 and 44 were the regions more difficult to amplify. For these exons, 

optimization conditions were tested in several combinations to obtain the correspondent 
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products. For exon 44 it was impossible to obtain good results with any of the combinations, 

even after the design of three different primer pairs. With the first primer pair was expected to 

obtained an amplicon with 335 bp, with the second primer pair an amplicon with 392 bp and 

with the third primer pair an amplicon with 389 bp. It was used the standard condition mix, the 

addition of betaine, the simultaneous addition of betaine and DMSO and addition of MgCl2. 

All the PCR products for these amplicons observable in the agarose gel have a smear 

corresponding to non-specific products and a bottom blur corresponding to a significant amount 

of primer dimers (Figure 12). Additionally, the stronger bands above primer dimer and obtained 

with the third primer pair did not have the expected molecular weight (389 bp). So, a 

combination of two different primer pairs were designed to allow the amplification of exon 44. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Visualization of PCR products by 0,8 % agarose gel electrophoresis after optimization of the 

PCR conditions for exon 44. Visualization of PCR products in agarose gel after PCR conditions with three 

different primer pairs. The second, third and fourth lanes correspond to standard reaction mix; the next three lanes 

correspond to the addition of betaine to final concentration of 0,5 M; the next three lanes correspond to the addition 

of betaine to final concentration of 0,4 M, and DMSO to final concentration of 8 % and the last three lanes 

correspond to the addition of MgCl2 to final concentration of 3 mM. PhiX174 DNA-HaeIII Digest marker (New 

England BioLabs®) was used for sizing and molecular weight is indicated in base pairs (bp). Abbreviations: B 

betaine; BD betaine and DMSO; MgCl2 magnesium chloride. 
 
 

After the amplification and Sanger sequencing of gDNA samples it was obtained the 

nucleotide sequence for MED12 exons and flanking regions for all the 43 patients studied. That 

way, it was possible to compare the obtained MED12 sequences with its reference sequence 

NM_005120.2 and to analyse the nucleotide changes, using the SeqScape v2.5 Software 

(Applied Biosystems®).  
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3.1.1. Analysis of the sequencing results 

 

The analysis of all amplicons of the MED12 gene of the 43 patients allowed the 

identification of 34 different variants. Some of these variants appear in several patients and 

others appear in just a few cases, sometimes in only one (Tables 9, 10 and 11). In patients 

numbered 40, 41 and 42 no variant was found. 

 

 

 

Table 9. MED12 sequence variants identified in patients 1-13. “” and “-“ means the presence and the absence 

of variant respectively. 
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Table 10.  MED12 sequence variants identified in patients 14-26. “” and “-“ means the presence and the 

absence of variant respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11. MED12 sequence variants identified in patients 27-39 and patient 43. “” and “-“ means the 

presence and the absence of variant respectively.  
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Regarding the location and type of the 34 MED12 variants identified, two were exonic 

single nucleotide substitutions: c.3930A>C located in exon 28 and c.1695T>A located in exon 

12; and two were in frame exonic duplications, c.6223_6228dup and c.6348_6359dup, leading 

to the protein change: p.Gln2075_Gln2076dup in exon 42 and p.His2116_Gln2119dup in exon 

43 respectively. Additionally, one intronic insertion, five intronic duplications, four intronic 

deletions and 20 intronic single nucleotide substitutions were identified (Table 12). Overall, the 

variants identified were mainly intronic, with the exception of the two exonic single nucleotide 

substitutions and the two in frame exonic duplications. The exonic single nucleotide 

substitution c.1695T>A was found only in one patient (patient 33) and c.3930A>C was found 

in 18 unrelated patients, both corresponding to synonymous variants (p.Ile565Ile and 

p.Pro1310Pro). 

All variants were validated and interpreted using an in-house software, GenMol 

(unpublished, for internal use in CGMJM-CHP) and Variobox (Gaspar et al. 2014). The website 

Mutalyzer 2.0.7  was used to confirm the variant nomenclature according to the HGVS 

guidelines (den Dunnen & Antonarakis 2001; Wildeman et al. 2008).  

The initial study of the variants found consisted in assess if they had been already 

reported in one or more of the following databases: dbSNP from NCBI, Exome Variant Server, 

Leiden Open Variation Database v3.0 and Ensembl Genome Browser. Next, it was checked 

their frequency according to the 1000 Genome Project and ExAC browser and their impact 

consulting ClinVar and EmVClass databases.  

The large majority of the variants found had already been described in the online 

databases. According to the guidelines of the American College of Medical Genetics and 

Genomics (ACMG) published in 2015, variants can be classified as “pathogenic”, “likely 

pathogenic”, “uncertain significance”, “likely benign” and “benign” (Richards et al. 2015). The 

“likely benign” and “likely pathogenic” terms should be used only when there is more than 90% 

confidence on the variant effect. In this study, variants not yet reported in databases with one 

of the terms above described, were considered as variants of uncertain significance (VUS). 

Additionally, polymorphism is defined when a variant shows a frequency above 1 % in the 

general population (Richards et al. 2015). According to the 1000 Genomes Project and/or ExAC 

browser and based on the variants frequency, it was filtered out from the VUS list all variants 

with an allelic frequency lower than 1 % (and not yet described as benign), and considered them 

as potentially “pathogenic” for further analysis. The variants with a frequency above 1 % were 

considered as polymorphisms. 
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Table 12. MED12 sequence variants identified by Sanger sequencing analysis. The location of the variants, 

the protein change and the number of patients in which the variant was found are mentioned. The impact, global 

and European frequency and if the variant was already reported are referred. The interpretation of the variants 

based in preliminary analysis is also stated. In bold are represented the variants that will be discussed forward. 

Variants reference sequence: NM_005120.2. 
DNA change Gene 

Location 

Number 

of patients 

P
ro

te
in

 

ch
a

n
g

ea
 

P
re

v
io

u
sl

y
 

re
p

o
rt

ed
b
 Frequency 

(%)c 

 

 

 

Impactd 

P
re

li
m

in
a

ry
 

a
n

a
ly

si
se

 

c.-206A>G Before 5’ 

UTR 

27 (62,8%) - Yes MAF:47,3 

- NFE: NA 

NA Polym 

c.100-64A>G Intron 1 1 (2,3%) - Yes MAF: 1,7 

- NFE: 0,04 

NA VUS 

c.205-38C>T Intron 2 17 (39,5%) - Yes MAF: 15,4 

- NFE: 33,49 

NA Polym 

c.397-39G>A Intron 3 1 (2,3%) - Yes MAF: 0,4 

- NFE: 0,31 

NA VUS 

c.554-83A>G Intron 4 21 (48,8%) - Yes MAF: 35,6 

- NFE: NA 

NA Polym 

c.736-8A>C Intron 5 17 (39,5%) - Yes MAF: 15,8 

- NFE: 31,73 

Benign Polym 

c.736-53_736-40dup Intron 5 17 (39,5%) - Yes MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

NA VUS 

c.1695T>A Exon 12 1 (2,3%) p.(=) Yes MAF: 0,2 

- NFE: 0,01 

NA VUS 

c.1744+51A>G Intron 12 17 (39,5%) - 

 

Yes MAF: 15,8 

- NFE: 25,69 

NA Polym 

c.2056-63G>T Intron 14 17 (39,5%) - Yes MAF: 15,6 

- NFE: NA 

NA Polym 

c.2422+30C>T Intron 17 5 (11,6%) - Yes MAF: 13,4 

- NFE: 11,68 

NA Polym 

c.2981+13G>A Intron 21 1 (2,3%) - Yes MAF: 0 

- NFE: 0,14 

NA VUS 

c.3354+27G>C Intron 23 5 (11,6%) - Yes MAF: 14,6 

- NFE: 11,24 

NA Polym 

c.3354+54G>A Intron 23 17 (39,5%) - Yes MAF: 16,1 

- NFE: NA 

NA Polym 

c.3930A>C Exon 28 18 (41,9%) p.(=) Yes MAF: 15,2 

- NFE: 35,06 

Benign Polym 

c.4120-85C>T Intron 29 11 (25,6%) - Yes MAF: 38,0 

- NFE: NA 

NA Polym 

c.4415+29T>C Intron 31 17 (39,5%) - Yes MAF: 16,4 

- NFE: 35,03 

NA Polym 

c.4416-20_4416-16del Intron 31 3 (7%) - Yes MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

Benign VUS 

c.4416-20_4416-16dup Intron 31 5 (11,6%) - Yes MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

VUS VUS 

c.4416-25_4416-16dup Intron 31 4 (9,3%) - Yesf  MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

Benign VUS 

c.4416-30_4416-16dup Intron 31 1 (2,3%) - No MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

NA VUS 
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Table 12. (continuation). 
DNA change Gene 

Location 

 

Number of 

patients 

P
ro

te
in

 

ch
a

n
g

ea
 

P
re

v
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y
 

re
p

o
rt

ed
b
 Frequency 

(%)c 

 

 

 

Impactd 

P
re
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m
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a
n
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c.4416-40_4416-16del Intron 31 4 (9,3%) - No MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

NA VUS 

c.4416-45_4416-16del Intron 31 15 (34,9%) - Yes MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

Benign VUS 

c.4416-50_4416-16del Intron 31 2 (4,7%) - No MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

NA VUS 

c.4416-74_4416-73 

insCCTCTTCTCTTCTCT 

Intron 31 1 (2,3%) - No MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

NA VUS 

c.4864-54C>T Intron 35 1 (2,3%) - Yes MAF: 2,2 

- NFE: NA 

NA Polym 

c.5400+6C>T Intron 37 1 (2,3%) - Yes MAF: 0,3 

- NFE: 0,06 

VUS VUS 

c.5401-25C>T Intron 37 5 (11,6%) - Yes MAF: 14,9 

- NFE: 10,99 

NA Polym 

c.6045-24C>T Intron 41 1 (2,3%) - Yes MAF: 0,6 

- NFE: 1,64 

NA Polym 

c.6223_6228dup Exon 42 2 (4,7%) (*) No MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

NA VUS 

c.6348_6359dup Exon 43 1 (2,3%) (**) Yes MAF: (NA) 

- NFE: 4,31 

Benign Polym 

c.6408+53C>T Intron 43 5 (11,6%) -
 

Yes MAF: 15,2 

- NFE: NA 

NA Polym 

c.6409-71dupA Intron 43 17 (39,5%) -
 

Yes MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

NA VUS 

c.6491-58G>A Intron 44 18 (41,9%) -
 

Yes MAF: 18,7 

- NFE: NA 

NA Polym 

 

a – in silico prediction using Mutalyzer 2.0.7 website; b – Variants previously described in one or more of the 

following databases: dbSNP from NCBI, Exome Variant Server, Leiden Open Variation Database v3.0 and 

Ensembl Genome Browser; c – Minor allele frequency of global population based on 1000 Genomes Project and 

allelic frequency of NFE based on ExAC browser; d – When information was available the impact effect was 

described according to ClinVar and/or EmVClass; e - Definition of polymorphism or VUS was assigned according 

to allelic frequency; f - Already described but with different nomenclature: c.4416-35_4416-26dupCTTCTCTTCT 

(according to EmVClass); 
(*)

 – p.Gln2075_Gln2076dup; 
(**)

 – p.His2116_Gln2119dup. 

Abbreviations: MAF – Minor Allele Frequency; NA – Not available; NFE – Non-Finnish European population; 

Polym – Polymorphism; VUS – Variant of Uncertain Significance.   

 

The variants found and that were classified as polymorphisms were not considered as 

probable causes of LF or FG syndromes. From these variants found, the exonic duplication 

c.6348_6359dup had been already described and initially published associated with ID 

(Philibert et al. 1998). More recent evidences from other studies showed no correlation between 

the duplication and ID and therefore classified this variant as benign (Friez et al. 2000; Hung et 

al. 2003). 
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Initially, from the MED12 screening, sixteen of the 34 variants were considered VUS. 

The variants c.4416-20_4416-16del, c.4416-25_4416-16dup and c.4416-45_4416-16del were 

considered as VUS because their frequency were not available. Nevertheless, they were not 

considered for further analysis because they were reported as benign in the databases EmVClass 

and/or ClinVar. Thus, thirteen variants were considered for further studies. From these thirteen 

variants, eleven were intronic variants and two were exonic variants. Eight of the thirteen 

variants: c.100-64A>G, c.397-39G>A, c.736-53_736-40dup, c.1695T>A, c.2981+13G>A, 

c.4416-20_4416-16dup, c.5400+6C>T and c.6409-71dupA; were considered rare changes as 

listed on databases but with a non-determined frequency or lower than 1 % within the Non-

Finish European population based on the 1000 Genomes Project and/or the ExAC browser. The 

remaining five variants: c.4416-30_4416-16dup, c.4416-40_4416-16del, c.4416-50_4416-

16del, c.4416-74_4416-73insCCTCTTCTCTTCTCT and c.6223_6228dup; were identified as 

novel since they were not previously described on the mutation databases consulted. 

 

3.2. Bioinformatic analysis 

 

 To predict the impact of the thirteen novel or rare variants on patient’s phenotype, 

further bioinformatics analysis were performed using the freely accessible online tools Human 

Splicing Finder v3.0 (Aix Marseille Université), MaxEntScan (Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology), MutationTaster2 (SFB 665) and SIFT/PROVEAN Human Genome Variants (J. 

Craig Venter Institute). Alamut Visual v2.4 software was also used and the SpliceSiteFinder-

like and ESE Finder (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory) were consulted. This analysis assisted 

the interpretation of the considered variants as VUS and the prediction of its effect on gene 

splicing and, consequently, on the protein.  

 

3.2.1. Intronic variants of uncertain significance 

 

Regarding the intronic variants, seven of the eleven intronic VUS found were considered 

of particular interest to further analysis, including in silico studies (Table 13). These variants 

appear only in one or two distinct patients. 

 

 

http://www.cshl.edu/
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Table 13. Bioinformatic analysis of rare or novel intronic MED12 variants. In silico studies were performed 

with the following prediction methods: Human Splicing Finder v3.0, MaxEntScan, SpliceSiteFinder-like and ESE 

Finder.  

cDNA change Frequency 

(%)a 

Bioinformatic analysis Clinical 

criteriac HSF MESb SSFb ESE 

Finderb 

c.100-64A>G MAF: 1,7 

- NFE: 0,04 

Alteration 

WT branch 

point 

wt: 77.51 

mt: 47.88 

- - Disrupt 

site for 

SRp40 

 

+ 

c.397-39G>A MAF: 0,4 

- NFE: 0,31 

New CAS 

wt: 47.21 

mt: 76.16; 

New 

intronic 

ESE 

(scores: 

73.85 and 

74.82) 

- - Creation 

site for 

SRp55 

(score: 

2.82); 

Creation 

site for 

SF2/ASF 

(score: 

2.1) 

+ 

c.2981+13G>A MAF: 0 

- NFE: 0,14 

New CDS 

wt: 74.24 

mt: 82.58; 

New 

intronic 

ESE 

(score: 

85.69) 

New 

CDS 

wt: 0 

mt: 2.9 

New 

CDS 

wt: 0 

mt: 75.1 

Creation 

site for 

SRp40 

(score: 

3.94); 

 

- 

c.4416-30_4416-

16dup 

MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

No effect 

on splicing 

- - - NA 

c.4416-50_4416-

16del 

MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

No effect 

on splicing 

- - - ++ 

c.4416-74_4416-

73 

insCCTCTTCT

CTTCTCT 

MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

New 

intronic 

ESE (score: 

83.11) 

- - Creation 

site for 

SRp40 

(score: 

3.51); 

++ 

c.5400+6C>T MAF: 0,3 

- NFE: 0,06 

No effect 

on splicing 

Increase 

score 

CoDS 

wt: 8.7 

mt: 10.0 

Increase 

score 

CoDS 

wt: 86.8 

mt: 92.6 

Creation 

site for 

SRp40 

(score: 

2.69); 

 

++ 

a – Minor allele frequency of global population based on the 1000 Genomes Project and allelic frequency of NFE 

based on the ExAC browser; b - prediction methods analysed using Alamut Visual v2.4 Software; c – clinical 

criteria given by a clinical geneticist from CGMJM, CHP. Related with clinical signs “++”, “+” and “-” means 

more suggestive, suggestive and less suggestive respectively. 

Abbreviations CAS – Cryptic Acceptor Site; CDS – Cryptic Donor Site; CoDS – Constitutive Donor Site; ESE – 

Exonic Splicing Enhancer; HSF – Human Splicing Finder; MAF – Minor Allele frequency; MES – MaxEntScan; 

mt – Mutant; NA – Not available; NFE – Non-Finnish European; SSF – SpliceSiteFinder-like; wt – Wild Type. 
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The c.100-64A>G variant present in patient 35 and located in intron 1, was described 

according to the 1000 Genomes Project as having a global frequency greater than 1 %, although 

not in non-Finnish European population (allelic frequency of 0.04 %) given by the ExAC 

browser (Figure 13). Frequently, in distinct databases/populations the allelic frequency of one 

variant is very different. In these cases, as this study comprises only Portuguese patients, the 

Non-Finnish European (NFE) frequency was considered. For the c.100-64A>G variant, the 

available bioinformatic tools predicted a potential alteration of splicing. The Human Splicing 

Finder website indicated a wild-type branch point disrupt and, consequently, an alteration of 

that branch point (Desmet et al. 2009). The Alamut software, specifically the ESE Finder 

method, suggested the disruption of a site for SRp40 motif (Cartegni et al. 2003; Smith et al. 

2006). Furthermore, comparing with the wild-type sequence, there was not a strong score 

variation related with the creation of an acceptor site in the variant location given by Human 

Splicing Finder, MaxEntScan and SpliceSiteFinder-like methods. Thus, the predictions 

described along with the lack of a strong score variation did not allow to accurately conclude 

on pathogenicity and consequent functional effect of the c.100-64A>G variant on the MED12 

protein. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Electropherogram showing c.100-64A>G variant found in patient 35. On the left is represented an 

electropherogram of the wild-type sample and on the right the electropherogram with the nucleotide substitution 

in intron 1 of MED12 gene. The blue box delimits the variant position. Both sequences of electropherograms are 

in forward sense. 
 

The c.397-39G>A variant was also present in only one sample (patient 43) in intron 3 

(Figure 14).  This variant was the only change found in all of the analysed regions from patient 

43. The Human Splicing Finder tool predicted a potential alteration of splicing by the activation 

of an intronic cryptic acceptor site. It was also predicted by this tool a disruption of a site for 

the Exonic Splicing Silencer (ESS) and a creation of an intronic Exonic Splicing Enhancer 

c.100-64A>G Wild-type 
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(ESE). These changes can induce different splicing events. One of the possibilities is the 

occurrence of the splicing in the new intronic acceptor site, leading to the inclusion of part of 

intron 3 (region between the c.397-39G>A variant and exon 4) in the mature mRNA and, 

consequently, a protein alteration. The Alamut software predicted a strong splice signal increase 

also using the Human Splicing Finder method. The ESEfinder also detected a small score 

increase for the ESE site for SF2/ASF along with the creation of a site for SRp55 and SF2/ASF, 

which is in agreement with the prediction already reported by the Human Splicing Finder. Thus, 

this in silico study point towards the existence of a putative pathogenic effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14. Electropherogram showing c.397-39G>A variant found in patient 43. On the left is represented an 

electropherogram of the wild-type sample and on the right the electropherogram with the nucleotide substitution 

in intron 3 of MED12 gene. The blue box delimits the variant position. Both sequences of electropherograms are 

in forward sense. 
 

The c.2981+13G>A was identified in intron 21 uniquely in patient 36 (Figure 15). The 

prediction made by the Human Splicing Finder tool was similar to the one described for the 

c.397-39G>A alteration and suggests an activation of an intronic cryptic donor site, the 

breakage of an ESS site and the creation of a new intronic ESE site. One of the alternative 

splicing events induced can be the inclusion of part of intron 21 (region between exon 21 and 

c.2981+13G>A variant) in mature mRNA, leading to a protein alteration. The creation of a 

premature stop codon leads to the putative mutated protein p.Ser994Argfs*1. Moreover, the 

Alamut software also predicts the creation of an intronic cryptic donor site with a considerable 

increase of the scores given by Human Splicing Finder, MaxEntScan and SpliceSiteFinder-like 

websites. This software also suggests the creation of a SRp40 site, which is in agreement with 

Human Splicing Finder website prediction. Thus, and according to the low variant frequency 

and to the splicing predictions, it can be considered as a variant potentially causing a splicing 

alteration. Moreover, as the c.2981+13G>A is located in the vicinity of an exon-intron junction, 

it corroborates the bioinformatic predictions. 

Wild-type c.397-39G>A 
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Figure 15. Electropherogram showing c.2981+13G>A variant found in patient 36. On the left is represented 

an electropherogram of the wild-type sample and on the right the electropherogram with the nucleotide substitution 

in intron 21 of MED12 gene. The blue box delimits the variant position. Both sequences of electropherograms are 

in forward sense. 
 

Different variants were identified in the repetitive region located in intron 31. From 

these group of variants, the c.4416-50_4416-16del was found in two different patients (patients 

15 and 16), the c.4416-30_4416-16dup in patient 34 and the c.4416-74_4416-

73insCCTCTTCTCTTCTCT in patient 28 (Figures 16, 17 and 18). While the c.4416-50_4416-

16del variant was classified as probably having no impact on splicing with no significant motif 

alteration, the other two variants were predicted to alter the splicing pattern. Nonetheless, a 

detailed analysis on the variation values, in relation with the wild-type sequence and measured 

by the different splicing predictors, was still necessary. The c.4416-74_4416-

73insCCTCTTCTCTTCTCT does not seem to have a significant impact on splicing due to its 

distant location from the intron-exon junction. Moreover, the Human Splicing Prediction also 

does not give strong score variations on its potential for a splicing alteration. Similarly, the 

predictions made for the c.4416-30_4416-16dup variant also fell outside the confidence interval 

in which the possibility of splicing alteration by this variant is considered. 

 

 

 

Wild-type c.2981+13G>A 
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Figure 16. Electropherogram showing c.4416-50_4416-16del variant found in patient 15. Above is 

represented an electropherogram of the wild-type sample and below the electropherogram with the nucleotide 

sequence deletion in intron 31 of MED12 gene. The blue box and the blue line indicate the variant location. Both 

sequences of electropherograms are in forward sense. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Electropherogram showing c.4416-74_4416-73insCCTCTTCTCTTCTCT variant found in 

patient 28. On the left is represented an electropherogram of the wild-type sample and on the right the 

electropherogram with the nucleotide sequence insertion in intron 31 of MED12 gene. The blue box and the blue 

line indicate the variant location. Both sequences of electropherograms are in forward sense. 

 

 

  

c.4416-74_4416-73insCCTCTTCTCTTCTCT Wild-type 

c.4416-50_4416-16del 

Wild-type 
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Figure 18. Electropherogram showing c.4416-30_4416-16dup variant found in patient 34. Above is 

represented an electropherogram of the wild-type sample and below the electropherogram with the nucleotide 

sequence duplication in intron 31 of MED12 gene. The blue box and the blue line indicate the variant location. 

Both sequences of electropherograms are in forward sense.  

 

The c.5400+6C>T, located in intron 37, was observed in patient 17 (Figure 19). The 

Human Splicing Finder tool revealed that such variant has probably no impact on splicing, only 

introducing a small variation in the creation of an intronic cryptic donor site. According to the 

Alamut software, an increase of the constitutive donor site is given by the SpliceSiteFinder-like 

search algorithm, thus having no expected alteration of gene splicing. Similarly to the 

SpliceSiteFinder-like, MaxEntScan algorithm also predicts an increase of the value for the 

constitutive donor site relative to c.5400+6C>T variant (position c.5400) (Yeo & Burge 2004). 

Regarding the ESE method, the current data showed that this variant may be associated to the 

creation of an ESE site for SRp40. Thus, and although the available bioinformatic predictions 

suggests with confidence that the c.5400+6C>T variant has no impact on splicing, given its 

proximity to the exon-intron junction additional studies are required to confirm the above 

results. 

 

c.4416-30_4416-16dup 

Wild-type 
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Figure 19. Electropherogram showing c.5400+6C>T variant found in patient 17. On the left is represented an 

electropherogram of the wild-type sample and on the right the electropherogram with the nucleotide substitution 

in intron 37 of MED12 gene. The blue box delimits the variant position. Both sequences of electropherograms are 

in forward sense. 

 

Besides the seven variants formerly described, there were more four intronic VUS. 

When considering the c.6409-71dupA, located in intron 43 (Figure 20), and the c.736-53_736-

40dup, located in intron 5 (Figure 21), they were initially classified as VUS but after a more 

accurate analysis of all sequencing results, it was found that each of these variants was present 

in seventeen different patients (39.5 % of the patient cohort) and were considered as non-

pathogenic polymorphisms. Interestingly, the c.736-53_736-40dup is present in all samples that 

also show the benign variant c.736-8A>C.  

The same happened with the duplication c.4416-20_4416-16dup, localized in intron 31 

of the MED12 gene and the deletion c.4416-40_4416-16del, localized in the same intron 

(Figures 22 and 23). These variants were identified in five and four patients, respectively, and 

using bioinformatic tools for predicting splicing alterations no strong evidence was found, 

which led to the classification of non-pathogenic polymorphisms.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Electropherogram showing c.6409-71dupA variant found in patient 3. On the left is represented 

an electropherogram of the wild-type sample and on the right the electropherogram with the nucleotide duplication 

in intron 43 of MED12 gene. The blue box and the blue line indicate the variant location. Both sequences of 

electropherograms are in forward sense. 
  

Wild-type c.5400+6C>T 

Wild-type c.6409-71dupA 
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Figure 21. Electropherogram showing c.736-53_736-40dup variant found in patient 1. Above is represented 

an electropherogram of the wild-type sample and below the electropherogram with the nucleotide sequence 

duplication in intron 5 of MED12 gene. The blue box and the blue line indicate the variant location. Both sequences 

of electropherograms are in forward sense.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Electropherogram showing c.4416-20_4416-16dup variant found in patient 31. On the left is 

represented an electropherogram of the wild-type sample and on the right the electropherogram with the nucleotide 

duplication in intron 31 of MED12 gene. The blue box and the blue line indicate the variant location. Both 

sequences of electropherograms are in forward sense. 

 

 

 

 

c.4416-20_4416-16dup Wild-type 

c.736-53_736-40dup 
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Figure 23. Electropherogram showing c.4416-50_4416-16del variant found in patient 20. Above is 

represented an electropherogram of the wild-type sample and below the electropherogram with the nucleotide 

sequence deletion in intron 31 of MED12 gene. The blue box and the blue line indicate the variant location. Both 

sequences of electropherograms are in forward sense. 
 

3.2.2. Exonic variants of uncertain significance 

 

Two of the exonic MED12 variants found were subjected to further analysis. The 

c.1695T>A was reported having a frequency smaller than 1 % and the duplication 

c.6223_6228dup was not already reported in consulted databases (Table 14). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wild-type 

c.4416-40_4416-16del 
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Table 14. Bioinformatic analysis of a rare and a novel exonic MED12 variant. In silico studies were performed 

with the following prediction methods: Human Splicing Finder v3.0, Mutation Taster2 and SIFT/PROVEAN 

Human Genome Variants. 

DNA change Frequency 

(%)a 

Bioinformatic analysis Clinical 

criteriab HSF MTaster SIFT PROVEAN 

c.1695T>A MAF: 0,2 

- NFE: 0,01 

No 

effect 

on 

splicing 

Disease 

Causing 

(p=1) 

Tolerated 

(score=1) 

Neutral 

(score=0) 

- 

c.6223_6228dup MAF: NA 

- NFE: NA 

New 

CAS 

wt: 

39.2 

mt: 

76.23 

Polymorphism 

(p=0,999) 

NA NA ++ 

a – Minor allele frequency of global population based on 1000 Genomes Project and allelic frequency of NFE 

based on ExAC browser; b – clinical criteria provided by a clinical geneticist from CGMJM, CHP. Related with 

clinical signs “++”, “+” and “-” means more suggestive, suggestive and less suggestive respectively. 

Abbreviations: CAS – Cryptic Acceptor Site; HSF – Human Splicing Finder; MAF – Minor Allele frequency; mt 

– Mutant; MTaster – Mutation Taster; NA – Not available; NFE – Non-Finnish European; p – probability; 

PROVEAN – Protein Variation Effect Analyzer; SIFT - Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant; wt – Wild Type. 

 

The c.1695T>A variant was present in patient 33 (Figure 24). This variant, located on 

exon 12, is a synonymous mutation causing no alteration on amino acid sequence. Yet, as it has 

an allelic frequency lower that 1 %, additional studies were needed to ascertain a potential 

pathogenic effect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Electropherogram showing c.1695T>A variant found in patient 33. On the left is represented an 

electropherogram of the wild-type sample and on the right the electropherogram with the nucleotide substitution 

in exon 12 of MED12 gene. The blue box delimits the variant position. Both sequences of electropherograms are 

in forward sense. 

 

Human Splicing Finder results suggested the inexistence of a splicing effect because no 

significant splicing motif alterations were detected. However, the Mutation Taster tool 

prediction contradicts the Human Splicing Finder tool prediction for the c.1695T>A change, 

suggesting that such variant could induce splicing changes, including an increase of score for a 

possible acceptor splice site, with a change on confidence score greater than 10 % (Schwarz et 

Wild-type c.1695T>A 
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al. 2014). The splice prediction used by this website is based on the program NNSplice (Reese 

et al. 1997, available in http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/splice.html) from the Berkeley 

Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP). Mutation Taster website classify this variant 

(c.1695T>A) as disease causing, i.e. probably deleterious, with an associated probability value 

of 1. A probability value close to 1 indicates a high prediction confidence. The UCSC Genome 

Browser was used to verify if nucleotide “T” on position c.1695 is conserved among different 

species. This analysis indicates that this nucleotide is strongly conserved (PhastCons value of 

1). Similar to the prediction obtained from the Human Splicing Finder website, also 

SIFT/PROVEAN predictions classified the variant as not damaging by both the SIFT (tolerated, 

score 1) and the PROVEAN (neutral, score 0) algorithms (Kumar et al. 2009; Choi et al. 2012). 

Although the SIFT/PROVEAN predictions are more adequate to non-synonymous 

substitutions, they can be also used in synonymous substitutions, similar to the one being 

considered. The ambiguity of the predictions does not allow a definitive conclusion. 

Nonetheless the prediction and high probability value of the Mutation Taster tool led to assume 

with strong evidences that the c.1695T>A is associated with a deleterious effect. 

In patients 28 and 29, the exonic duplication c.6223_6228dup was found located in a 

repetitive region of exon 42 (Figure 25). This in frame exonic duplication causes the protein 

change, p.Gln2075_Gln2076dup. The Human Splicing Finder tool predicts activation of an 

exonic cryptic acceptor site, with presence of one or more cryptic branch point(s) and, 

consequently, leading to a potential alteration of splicing. Again, this prediction was 

contradicted by the Mutation Taster results that indicates the absence of changes on splicing 

and classifies the duplication as a polymorphism, with a high probability associated with this 

prediction (p = 0,999).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 25. Electropherogram showing c.6223_6228dup variant found in patient 29. On the left is represented 

an electropherogram of the wild-type sample and on the right the electropherogram with the nucleotide duplication 

in exon 42 of MED12 gene. The blue box and the blue line indicate the variant location. Both sequences of 

electropherograms are in forward sense. 

c.6223_6228dup Wild-type 
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The SIFT/PROVEAN prediction was not available for this particular variant since it is 

a duplication and not a nucleotide substitution. The analysed results suggest that the duplication 

does not induce any alteration on the splicing pattern or other functional effect of the protein. 

 

3.2.3. Summary of bioinformatic analysis and interpretation 

 

 Concluding, the novel variants and the rare variants were analysed through a 

bioinformatics approach to better understand their potential pathogenicity, along with the 

possibility of being associated with phenotype. Different features led to a nearest conclusion 

about the pathogenic effect of a variant, including the clinical condition of the patient, the 

frequency on Non-Finish European population below 1 %, the evolutionary conservation of the 

amino acid affected when an exonic variant is analysed and its potential damage by predicting 

several properties using the available softwares (Brett et al. 2014), including Human Splicing 

Finder v3.0, MaxEntScan, MutationTaster 2, SIFT/PROVEAN Human Genome Variants and 

Alamut Visual v2.4 programs. It is important to notice that other freely accessible online tools 

for bioinformatic analysis, such as PolyPhen-2 (Polymorphism Phenotyping v2), are also 

available. They were not used in this study because they are applied for non-synonymous 

substitutions and such variants were not found (Adzhubei et al. 2010). 

 The thirteen VUS found in this work and considered for bioinformatic analysis were 

evaluated according to different criteria. The combined analysis involved: number of patients 

in which that variant was found, allelic frequency according to the 1000 Genome Project and 

ExAC browser, and bioinformatic analysis (Table 15). According to this, the c.736-53_736-

40dup, c.4416-20_4416-16dup, c.4416-40_4416-16del and c.6409-71dupA can probably be 

considered as polymorphisms. The c.736-53_736-40dup and c.6409-71dupA appear in 

seventeen distinct patients of the cohort (39,5 %). The c.4416-20_4416-16dup was identified 

in five patients and the c.4416-40_4416-16del in four patients. No strong evidence suggesting 

splicing alterations was found for these variants. 
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Table 15. Interpretation relative to impact of the studied VUS. The thirteen VUS analysed with bioinformatic 

tools were reclassified according to a combined analysis of different criteria. 

DNA change Classification 

c.100-64A>G VUS 

c.397-39G>A VUS 

c.736-53_736-40dup Polym 

c.1695T>A VUS 

c.2981+13G>A VUS 

c.4416-20_4416-16dup Polym 

c.4416-30_4416-16dup VUS 

c.4416-40_4416-16del Polym 

c.4416-50_4416-16del VUS 

c.4416-74_4416-73insCCTCTTCTCTTCTCT VUS 

c.5400+6C>T VUS 

c.6223_6228dup VUS 

c.6409-71dupA Polym 

     Abbreviations: Polym – Polymorphism; VUS – Variant of Uncertain Significance. 

 

All of the nine variants that were still classified as VUS require further analysis. These 

VUS are mainly intronic with one synonymous variant and one in frame exonic duplication. 

The variants c.397-39G>A (patient 43), c.1695T>A (patient 33), c.2981+13G>A (patient 36) 

and c.5400+6C>T (patient 17) were considered to be the variants with more probability of 

having a “pathogenic” effect according to their presence on distinct patients and the results 

obtained by in silico. The nine VUS can be disease-causing and the genetic cause of LF or FG 

syndromes. In other studies, not only missense mutations were found as disease-causing but 

also intronic variants and synonymous substitutions were analysed and experimentally 

determined to be pathogenic (Hallmann et al. 2014; Nozu et al. 2014; Shah et al. 2014).  

The majority of the intronic variants found are located deep in the introns. Despite this, 

intronic mutations can lead to the creation of new splice sites, disruption of constitutive splice 

sites and creation or disruption of intronic splicing enhancers or silencers, changing the accurate 

splicing pattern (Mora et al. 2014). Beyond intronic variants, the unique exonic variant with 

strong evidences by bioinformatic prediction of being potential pathogenic was the c.1695T>A 

variant. Although it is still considered a VUS, this synonymous substitution can interfere not 

only with accurate splicing but also with RNA folding and with the function of translated 

protein (Deane & Saunders 2011; Gonçalves et al. 2014; Hunt et al. 2014). 
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3.3. Family members analysis  

3.3.1. Co-segregation studies 

 

Members from four distinct families of the cohort were studied in order to perform co-

segregation studies: brother and mother of patient 24; sister and mother of patient 28; mother 

of patient 36; and two brothers and mother of patient 43. Relative to patient 24, it was studied 

the c.4416-40_4416-16del variant that was not reported in consulted databases. This variant 

was present in his mother in heterozygosity showing that is not a de novo variant. The same 

variant was not present in his healthy brother highlighting its potential pathogenicity. For 

patient 28 it was analysed the co-segregation of two distinct variants, c.4416-74_4416-

73insCCTCTTCTCTTCTCT and c.6223_6228dup. Both variants were not reported in 

consulted databases and were present in the mother and in the sister of the patient, in 

heterozygosity. Their presence in both of his family members shows that they are not de novo 

variants. Relative to patient 36, the studied c.2981+13G>A variant was present in his mother, 

in heterozygosity showing that is not a de novo variant. The c.397-39G>A variant was analysed 

in family members of patient 43. Its presence in patient’s mother revealed that is not de novo. 

This variant was also present in one of the brothers. Interestingly, this brother showed to have 

intellectual disability through the evaluation of a clinical geneticist. These data evidence the 

potential pathogenicity of c.397-39G>A as a candidate variant as a cause of LF syndrome. 

With these co-segregation studies, the variants c.397-39G>A, c.2981+13G>A, c.4416-

40_4416-16del, c.4416-74_4416-73insCCTCTTCTCTTCTCT and c.6223_6228dup, were still 

considered as VUS. Thus, it was important to further analyse such variants as was performed 

for c.397-39G>A candidate variant that will be explained ahead. Unfortunately, only the RNA 

from the patient with the candidate variant was accessible for further investigations. The RNA 

study from the rest of the patients was considered beyond the scope of this work. 

 

3.3.2. Analysis of the c.397-39G>A variant 

 

The variant c.397-39G>A (patient 43), located in intron 3 of the MED12 gene was 

detected by sequencing analysis with the Sanger method and evaluated through bioinformatics 

tools. Although this variant is not located at an intron-exon junction it is relatively near it. 

Bioinformatic analysis predicted the creation of a cryptic acceptor site at the variant position, 

with a potential alteration of splicing. This information, together with the clinical indications, 
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led us to consider the c.397-39G>A change as a potential variant candidate, accountable for LF 

syndrome, one of the disorders in study. 

The c.397-39G>A candidate variant was only found in one patient of the cohort (patient 

43) and, with the help of a clinical geneticist, a more detailed clinical history of the patient was 

elaborated. Moreover, three family members were additionally studied, including his mother 

and two brothers (Figure 26). After a genetic counseling, peripheral blood samples were 

obtained from each family member and the MED12 gene sequencing was performed. It is worth 

mentioning that, on genetic counseling, one of the brothers showed some clinical evidences 

corresponding to medical features characteristic of LF syndrome, including intellectual 

disability. After MED12 sequencing by Sanger method, it was observed the presence of the 

same variant in the youngest brother (II-3) in hemizygosity, and in the mother (Figure 27). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Family members analysis for the c.397-39G>A variant. (A) Pedigree of family of patient 43. In the 

present study, samples from patient, his mother and two of his brothers were studied and the pedigree was 

performed. Father was not studied. The c.397-39G>A variant is present in hemizygosity in the patient 43 (II-2) 

and in the youngest brother (II-3). Genotypes are shown for each studied individual. (B) Electropherograms 

showing the presence/absence of the c.397-39G>A in patient 43 and family members. The alteration occurs in 

patient 43 (II-2) and in individual II-3. The mother is heterozygous. Black rectangles delimit the variant position. 

On the right is the electropherogram representative of a wild-type sample (Reference sequence: NM_005120.2). 

Abbreviations: D.B. date of birth; A adenine; G guanine.  

 

As his youngest brother (II-3) showed phenotypic characteristics that can overlap with 

LF syndrome co-segregation analysis pointed toward a pathogenic variant. The causal effect of 
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such variant was experimentally determined by the analysis of MED12 transcripts. The 

individuals selected for this procedure were the patient already in study and his hemizygous 

brother. As MED12 protein is described as having ubiquitous nuclear expression in all tissues  

further transcript characterization and analysis was performed with cDNA derived from the 

peripheral blood (Philibert & Madan 2007). First, was tested the amplification of cDNA from 

MED12 gene from a sample of a healthy, to verify its expression in peripheral blood. 

RNA obtained from peripheral blood was analysed on 0.8 % agarose gel electrophoresis 

to check purity and integrity. RNA from the patient 43 and his brother (II-3) was analysed 

(Figure 27). The bands obtained indicated high integrity RNA, being visible 28S RNA (band 

with high molecular weight) and 18S RNA bands (band with lower molecular weight) with an 

intensity ratio of 2:1 (28S:18S). No DNA contamination was present and final RNA 

concentration obtained was 118.9 ng/µL for patient and 224.5 ng/µL for his brother. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 27. Total RNA extracted from peripheral blood. RNA from patient 43 and his brother (II-3) were 

analysed in an 0,8 % agarose gel. The band with more molecular weight corresponds to the 28S RNA and the 

second band corresponds to the 18S RNA. The presence of both bands with high intensity shows the high integrity 

of RNA.  PhiX174 DNA-HaeIII Digest marker (New England BioLabs®) was used as marker for verifying the 

size and integrity of extracted RNA. Molecular weight is indicated in base pairs (bp).  

 

 Following, a RT-PCR procedure was performed to convert the RNA region involving 

the c.397-39G>A variant (primers amplifying part of exon 3, exon 4 and part of exon 5; see 

Appendix A, Table 17 for details) in cDNA and to amplify the obtained cDNA for further 

sequencing analysis. The cDNA amplified was visualized by 0.8 % agarose gel electrophoresis 

(Figure 28). One fragment of 350 bp was obtained on all samples including the control. The 

similarity in their molecular weights, indicating the possibility of being the same transcript in 
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all three samples and the existence of only one transcript in each. Primers that only amplify 

cDNA were used as control (exons 16 to 20 of DYSF gene). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 28. cDNA analysis by 0,8 % agarose gel electrophoresis. RT-PCR experiments using total RNA obtained 

from peripheral blood. Primer pair used involve the region between exons 3 and 5 of MED12. PCR products from 

brother (II-3), patient 43 and a control are shown in agarose gel. It was also amplified cDNA from DYSF gene 

used as gene control and also represented in the gel. PhiX174 DNA-HaeIII Digest marker (New England 

BioLabs®) was used as marker for sizing amplified products. Molecular weight is indicated in base pairs (bp).  

 

 

The alteration of the splicing pattern can led to different transcripts and diverse 

consequences for the individual (Keren et al. 2010; Douglas & Wood 2011; Caminsky et al. 

2014). For the variant c.397-39G>A, the splicing prediction from bioinformatic tools already 

mentioned the creation of an intronic cryptic acceptor site in intron 3 and the creation of an 

intronic ESE (exonic splicing enhancer) site. If this splicing prediction was correct this should 

result as a part of intron 3 being included in the mutated transcript, leading to a premature stop 

codon: p.Val133Aspfs*17; or due to exon skipping and, consequently, removal of exon 4 in a 

mutated transcript would be produced (Figure 29). So, two hypothesis of alternative splicing 

can occur. There is hypothesis A, represented by orange line in figure 29, in which a new cryptic 

acceptor site is created and a larger exon 4 including the end of intron 3 is generated (amplicon 

with 389 bp). In hypothesis B, represented by a green line in figure 29, there is the loss of 

strength of exon 4 acceptor site leading to exon 4 skipping and an amplicon of 193 bp. 
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Figure 29. Schematic representation of the different hypothesis of alternative splicing as a consequence of 

the c.397-39G>A variant. Exon 2 to exon 6 are represented in blue, except the possible exon involved in 

alternative splicing that is represented in grey (exon 4). The different splicing pathways are shown by black, orange 

and green lines, being the black lines representative of regular splicing and orange and green lines the possible 

alternative splicing pathways leading to disease and originated due to DNA variant. The red dot correspond to the 

location of the studied variant in intron 3. Location of primer pair used is represented by purple rectangles (F- 

forward and R – reverse).  
 

 After Sanger sequencing from cDNA, the obtained sequences were analysed. No 

alteration between sequences from patient, his brother and the control were observed (Appendix 

C, Figures 30-35). Hypothesis B is not possible because exon 4 was present in all patients 

transcripts. No part of intron 3 was included in any of the analysed transcripts, so hypothesis A 

is also not possible. This was also confirmed by the bands of the amplified products visualized 

in agarose gel (Figure 28), with similar molecular size and similar intensity. 

In conclusion, the results obtained for the c.397-39G>A in this study, particularly the 

RNA analysis, did not allow the identification of a structurally abnormal transcripts, unlike the 

prediction provided by bioinformatic tools. The preliminary RNA study performed for c.397-

39G>A did not allow to unravel the possible causative effect of this variant but the obtained 

results cannot be completely ruled-out as other mechanisms, like the reduction of RNA 

synthesis, can be involved. 

 With the not conclusive results obtained for c.397-39G>A variant, this variant were still 

considered as VUS. It is important to proceed the continuous study of MED12 gene on patients 

suspected to carry either LF or FG syndromes.
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Chapter 4 – Concluding Remarks 

 

The continuous study of MED12 sequence and the analysis of all its variants have a 

major role for the understanding of the relation between genotype and phenotype associated 

with XLID. MED12 gene is indeed a great candidate as cause of XLID syndromes, like Opitz-

Kaveggia, Lujan-Fryns and Ohdo syndromes (Yamamoto & Shimojima 2015).  

The analysis of MED12 gene in a cohort of 43 gDNA samples from unrelated patients 

with a clinical diagnosis of FG or LF syndromes allowed the identification of 34 different 

MED12 variants. These variants were mainly intronic, with the exception of two exonic single 

nucleotide substitutions and two in frame exonic duplications. From these 34 variants, sixteen 

were initially classified as VUS and the remaining were considered as polymorphisms. In silico 

analysis was performed for thirteen of the sixteen VUS. Bioinformatic analysis concerning 

splicing events and effect on protein were combined with other information, including number 

of patients in which the variant was found and the allelic frequency reported. After this in-depth 

analysis, only nine of these variants were still considered as putative VUS. The remaining 25 

variants found in the cohort were considered as polymorphisms and/or benign. The c.397-

39G>A, c.1695T>A, c.2981+13G>A and c.5400+6C>T were the variants with more signs to 

be probably pathogenic. Apart of the uncertainties associated to the usage of bioinformatic 

tools, an intronic variant or a synonymous substitution should not be classified as non-

pathogenic. Therefore, it is essential to proceed to further studies to determine the pathogenicity 

status of the variants. Such studies include co-segregation analysis; RNA analysis including 

RNA sequencing and detection and quantification of alternatively spliced MED12 

transcripts; and additional studies to evaluate the impact on protein expression. 

Bioinformatic analysis and co-segregation studies for c.397-39G>A indicated this 

variant as a potential cause for LF syndrome. Preliminary studies, including amplification of 

cDNA, were performed and sequence of a normal transcript was obtained. Not conclusive 

results were achieved for this variant, still being considered as VUS. The limitations related 

with the impossibility to collect samples from other patients and relatives did not yet allowed 

to perform expression studies for other variants found in this study. 

 None of the already described MED12 mutations were found in this study. One 

explication for this result is the clinical and genetic variability of FG and LF syndromes. 

Particularly in FG, different FGS locus were found, each associated to some specific clinical 

features and to an affected gene (Perche et al. 2012). Despite of these specific clinical signs, 
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there are many overlapping phenotypic characteristic that can led to misinterpretations. Thus, 

some of the analysed patients could have another type of FGS, and in that case, be caused by a 

mutation in other gene (like CASK or UPF3B gene). This study typifies the difficulties of 

characterize rare genetic disorders.  
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Appendix A 

 

M13-tailed primers for MED12 gene and primers for RNA study. 

 

Table 16. List of primers used to amplify all the exonic regions of MED12 gene and flanking regions 

(NM_005120.2).  Primer sequence, the melting temperature (Tm) for each primer and the estimated amplicon 

length for each pair are listed. 
Exon Primers (5’3’) Tm 

(oC) 

Am- 

plicon 

length 

(bp) 

1 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTTTGCATCCCCAGCTCATTC 60 474 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCCTCCAGAGCCCCGAT 60 

2 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTTCTACACGGAACCCTCCTCC 59 340 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCATGAAGGCAAACTCAGCCAC 59 

3 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCTGAGTTTGCCTTCATGACCT 59 363 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAGGGTACTTGGTACCCCATGCT 60 

4 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCTGGCACCAAGCCACTC 59 406 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAAGGAGGATGGTTCCAAGGG 59 

5 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCTCGTGATCCACCTGCC 59 516 

R) 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAGGAACTCATGTCTGTCCAGCA 

58 

6 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTAATCTGCCTGCCACCTTGC 60 322 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTCAGAGCCCCTAGTTCTCTCCA 59 

7 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCTTCTCCGAGTAAGGCTTGG 59 498 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCAGCACCTACTCCCACATCCA 60 

8 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTGGAATCTACGGGTTGGGTCT 59 402 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGCACGGACCTGCAATGTTAAA 60 

9 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCATGCCAGAGGGTAACAGTGC 59 384 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGGTGCATTCTGGCTCTTAGATC 57 

10 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTAGGCAGTTGAAGTTCGCTGG 59 397 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGCCTCACCATGACTTCCCTCT 59 

11 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTATTTCTTTGTCCCCACCCCT 58 237 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGTAAATTCCTTCCCATTGGCC 58 

12 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGAACATGGAGGTCAGCAGGG 59 386 

R) 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTCATTCTGCATAGAGCCCAAGA 

59 

13 F) 

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCTTATTATTGCCTTAGGTGTGTCC

C(*) 

58 368 

R) 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAGATGGAAATGTCAGAAGAAAC

GA(*) 

58 

14-15 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTGGTGGGAGCCACTCCCTA 60 523 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAGAACAGCTCCAACCCCTCA 58 
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Table 16. (continuation) 

Exon Primers (5’3’) Tm 

(oC) 

Am- 

plicon 

length 

(bp) 

16 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTAGGGAAGGGCTTTAGCATGTG 59 309 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGGAAGGGAAGACTGACTAGGGC 59 

17 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGATCTCCCCCAAAGAATGCC 59 263 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGGGAGGTGCTAGGTTCAGGG 60 

18 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCATCCCTTCCTTGACCCTC 59 381 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGCCTGCCTAGCAGGGAGAA 59 

19 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTCCCCTTCCAGTGTCATCCTT 59 304 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCACGCCTGTCCTTATGACCCTC 59 

20 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGGCATAGGGTAACGAGCCC 58 400 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCAGAGTGTGAGGAAGTGCATG 59 

21 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGAGGCTTGAATCTGTTTGGAGG 59 270 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGAGTTGGGTGGTCATGGGAA 59 

22 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCTGACCATCCCTCGACCTC 60 369 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCACCTCCCGGGTACCTCAGC 60 

23 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCTGAGGTACCCGGGAGGTA 60 485 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCTGCCGAGCGATGAGGA 58 

24 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTGGCACTTGTGGTTTCAACG 59 406 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCCACAGTGAACAATGAGAGGA 59 

25 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCCCTGCCATACACTTGCAT 59 384 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCACACGGCTCCATCCACGAT 60 

26 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCTCAATCCTTGCCAGTCTGA 59 405 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCACCCCAAATCCTGCCCTAT 60 

27 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGGTGGTCTCTCTGACCTTTGGG 61 418 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGAGCTGGTGTGATCATGGGC 60 

28 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCCCATGATCACACCAGCTC 60 386 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCTGCCCCTCTCCTTTTCTCAAG 60 

29 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGAGGTCCCTTTCAGACCTCCA 59 301 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGAGCCCAAGGGTAGGATCTAGG 59 

30 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTCTCCGCCAGTGTTGTCCTT 59 352 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTCCTCTCCTTTCCCTGATGGA 60 

31 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGATTGTTCCAGCCTTGCCTG 59 370 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGATCTAGCCTCTTGCTCAGCCA 60 

32-33 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTACCCACAGTCTCCCTTTTCTCC 59 527 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTTCCAGCCCTACCCTCTTCC 59 

34 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTACTCAGGCGTCCCAACTCA 58 274 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTGCACCTGGCATGGGAG 59 

35 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCAGTTTTGGTGCCCTTGGG 60 399 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCTCAGTAAATGCTCACGGCATG 59 

36 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTGTGCTGTCCCCTGAGACTTC 59 349 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCTGATGGGCTCCTGAATCTGA 59 
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Table 16. (continuation) 

Exon Primers (5’3’) Tm 

(oC) 

Am- 

plicon 

length 

(bp) 

37 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTGCAGTCTTCTGTTTTCTAAGTC 

CC(*) 

59 479 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCATGAAGTGAGAGGCTGTGGG 59 

38 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTACCTCATTCTCCCCCAGCTC 59 367 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGGCTGACCTCTAGGCTCCTCAT 60 

39 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTAAGGATGATGCCATTCCCCT 59 383 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAGATCCCAAGTGTCTCCTCCG 59 

40-41 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTACTCAGGGTGGGAGACACAAGA 60 537 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGCACAGGCTTTCCCAAGTCA 60 

42 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCCCAGACTGGAAGTCTGGTT 59 420 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCTCTCTTCCTCCCTGGGCTC 59 

43 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCTGCCCTCAGCCCTTTAGT 59 353 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCCAATCCATTTTTAGGGTGC 59 

44a F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTATAATAAATAAGCCGGGCATGG 58 308 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTGTTGAAGTTGCCGGACCA 60 

44b F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTTCCACCCAGTTCCAGCG 59 196 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCTCTCATAACCTGGGCCTGA 60 

45 F) TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTCCCCTTCCCTCGATACCTG 60 400 

R) CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCCTTCCCAGACATGCAGAA 60 
Abbreviations: F, primer forward; R, primer reverse; Tm, melting temperature 
(*)primers that do not pursue the optimal parameters. 

 

 

Table 17. List of primers used in RNA study. Includes the melting temperature (Tm) for each primer and the 

estimated amplicon length. 

Exons Primers (5’3’) Tm 

(oC) 

Amplicon 

length (bp) 

3-5 F) GGAAGCCCCAAGTGAACCA 59 350 

R) CCCTGGCCGGTAGTATTCAG 58 
Abbreviations: F, primer forward; R, primer reverse; Tm, melting temperature 
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Appendix B 

 

Composition of reagents used in procedures described in Chapter 2. 

 

1) Tris-Acetic Acid-EDTA (TAE 50x) (tris 2M, acetate 1M, EDTA 50 mM): 

 Tris Base (M=121,1g/mol) 

 100% glacial acetic acid (M=60,05g/mol, 1L=1,05kg) 

 EDTA-NaOH 0,5M pH 8,0  

 Distilled water 

 

2) Loading buffer (0,25% bromophenol blue, 0,25% xilenocianol; 15% (m/v) Ficoll 400): 

 10% bromophenol blue (m/v) 

 10% Xilenocianol (m/v) 

 Ficoll 400 

 Distelled water 

 

3) PCR Master Mix (Promega) 

 50units/mL Taq DNA polymerase (supplied in a proprietary reaction buffer (pH 8.5)) 

 400 µM of each: dATP, dGTP, dCTP, dTTP 

 3mM MgCl2 

 

4) ImmoMix Red 2 x ((Bioline) 

 Reaction Buffer 

 Magnesium 

 dATP, dGTP, dCTP, dTTP 

 Polymerase 

 Additives 

Note: exact composition is proprietary information. 
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Appendix C 

 

cDNA electropherograms from RNA study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30.  Electropherogram of the cDNA sequence from patient 43. cDNA sequence obtained by Sanger 

sequencing following RT-PCR. Orange box delimits part of exon 3 and pink box delimits part of exon 4. Sequence 

on electropherogram is in forward sense. 
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Figure 31. Continuation of electropherogram of the cDNA sequence from patient 43. cDNA sequence 

obtained by Sanger sequencing following RT-PCR. Pink box delimits part of exon 4 and purple box delimits part 

of exon 5. Sequence on electropherogram is in forward sense.  
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Figure 32. Electropherogram of the cDNA sequence from individual II-3. cDNA sequence obtained by Sanger 

sequencing following RT-PCR. Orange box delimits part of exon 3 and pink box delimits part of exon 4. Sequence 

on electropherogram is in forward sense. 
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Figure 33. Continuation of electropherogram of the cDNA sequence from individual II-3. cDNA sequence 

obtained by Sanger sequencing following RT-PCR. Pink box delimits part of exon 4 and purple box delimits part 

of exon 5. Sequence on electropherogram is in forward sense.  
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Figure 34. Electropherogram of the cDNA sequence from control. cDNA sequence obtained by Sanger 

sequencing following RT-PCR. Orange box delimits part of exon 3 and pink box delimits part of exon 4. Sequence 

on electropherogram is in forward sense. 
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Figure 35. Continuation of electropherogram of the cDNA sequence from control. cDNA sequence obtained 

by Sanger sequencing following RT-PCR. Pink box delimits part of exon 4 and purple box delimits part of exon 

5. Sequence on electropherogram is in forward sense. 


